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News In Brief
FBI agent who spied sentenced
to two life terms plus 50 years
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Richard W. Miller was a "tormented
man" and not to be hated, said the judge who sentenced the only
FBI agent ever convicted of spying to the maximum two life
sentences plus 50 years in prison.
"I believe you are going to sentence me as if I committed these
crimes," Miller told U.S. District Judge David Kenyon Monday.
"I did not commit them." "I shall continue to assert my innocence with an appeal that I hope will result in a new and fair
trial."
Kenyon. who described Miller as a tormented man ungrateful
for the blessings life gave him, said his crime was so severe he
should never again know the joys of freedom. In addition to imposing the maximum sentence, Kenyon imposed the maximum
fine of $60,000.
Miller, 49, a portly, bumbling FBI agent whose lackluster
20-year career ended with his arrest in 1984, broke the silence he
had maintained through his trial as he stepped to a lectern in the
packed, hushed courtroom.
"I never intended to injure this country or benefit the Soviet
Union," Miller said. "My eonduct was of no damage td this
country."
•
Kenyon accepted the argument of U.S. Attorney,Robert Bonner. who said Miller had "besmirched the reputation of the FBI"
_And damaged national security, selling out his country_ for sex
Mod money.
"It seems to me a person who deliberately, for their own personal gain, betrays their country, should not walk again in this
country ass-afree man," Kenyon said. "It is this court's intention
to sentence the guilty with that in mind."
He specified that Miller serve at least orle-third of his concurrent sentences. Bonner said the earliest Miller could be eligible
for parole would be in 16 years.
Miller was found guilty June 19 of conspiring with his lover,
Svetlana Ogorodnikov, 36. and her husband, Nikolay. 53. to pass
classified documents to the Soviet Union. The government said
he agreed to accept $65,000 in cash and gold.
It took two trials lo convict Miller. The first jury deadlocked.
His defense at both trials was that he was trying to salvage his
career by infiltrating the Soviet KGB intelligence agency. He
claimed he'had devised a James Bond style scheme to become a
double agent.
The Ogorodnikovs pleaded guilty in the midst of their spy trial
last year and are serving federal poison terms.
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Bob Valentine, well known for
his portrayal of famous
historical characters, will pre
sent "The Unknown Scout" on
Wednesday, July 16 at 3:30 p.m.
at the Public Library for "Summer Reading Club" members.
Valentine presents the one man
show at the National Boy Scout
Museum at scheduled times.
Wednesday is the -last day of
the six week summer reading
program and winners of the contest will be awarded prizes. All
participants who have read a
minimum of 10 books will be
.given.a certificate of merit.
Lin Thurman, library program director, stated that she is
extremely_ pleased ilth the
number of children, participating and the hundreds of
books being read. Library.Jones
and Miss Kitty will be on hand to
take part in the final Wednesday
afternoon festivities.
"All children and their
reading partners are invited to
attend," said Miss Lin and Miss
Dorothy, the volunteer
children's coordinators.
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Bob Valentine is shown at
right during a recent performance of his character "The
Unknown Scout"'at the
newly-opened National Boy
Scouts of America Museum.
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.By the Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG.South Africa — The national day of protest
passed with 340,000 students shunning classes on the resumption
of school after a six-week break. Black militant leaders called the
protest to spite the white government, which declared a state of
emergency on June 12.
WASHBITGTON — NASA says it's well on the way to fixing the
things the Challenger accident commission found wrong and that
it has set a new target — the first quarter of 1988 — for flying the
space shuttle again.
WASHINGTON — Assistant Secretary of State Elliot Abrams
and Sen. Jesse Helms are accusing each other of indefensible
behavior and swapping other charges in a tempest over U.S.
policy toward Chile.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's budget director, voicing
concern over worsening projections of government red ink, says
the fiscal 1987 spending plan Congress approved last month fails
to meet a mandated $144 billion deficit target.
WASHINGTON — Despite a snag over a summit, the United
States and the Soviet Union are picking up the pace of discussions
on nuclear issues.
NEW FORK — Sessions at the Association of Trial Lawyers of
America's convention is all business, with sessions like "How to
Get the Business and Hang on to the License." But outside in the
halls, topic No. 1 is liability insurance, and the talk is of craven
legislators and brainwashed jurors.
Today's highlight in history: Fifteen years ago, President
Richard M. Nixon announced in a nationally broadcast address
that he would visit the People's Republic of China to seek a "normalization of relations." Nixon made the trip the following
February.
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Tonight: Partly cloudy and
humid. Low 70 to 75. Light
wind.
Wednesday: Partly sunny.
hot and humid with a 20 percent chance of afternoon
thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls .for a chance of
thunderstorms
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.4
Barkley Lake
358.4

Howard: lack of
11 LAI HIE BM MI4:1"
Staff Writer
Apprqximately 2.96 inches of
rain fell in the Murray area
from June 6 to July 11, according to Dr. Buford Anderson.
associatiate professor of physics
and astronomy at Murray State
University. Reports on the
amount of rain fall since that
time are currently unavailable
Ted Howard, county extension
agent, said the lack of rain along
with the above normal
temperatures has damaged the
local corn crops
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State parks reporting
banner year in 1986
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
The "No Vacancy" sign has not
yet been posted -at Kentucky
state parr'. which include
Kenlake State Resort Park, but
the 15 resorts operated by the
state are having a banner year
in 1986.
There were 5,500 more lodge
rooms and cottages rented during the first six months of 1986
than during the same period a
year ago, said Bob Bender.
director of administration and
budget for the Parks
Department.
Katherine Wise, business
manager for Kenlake. said the
beach at the pat* opened -And
has been "quite busy."
And while staying at the
parks, those additional people
are eating more, playing more
and spending more.
"Our receipts are up," said
Wise.
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The parks served 1.5 million
meals in 1985 artd the lumber
will likely rise to 1.6 million this
year.
,
Golfers played 110.600 rounds
on parks courses January
through June 1985 and they
played 130,000 rounds the first
six months of this year/
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Special Scout Museum tours
easily arranged through staff
kpproximately 60 employees
ut an area bank received an
unusual kind of fringe benefit
recently — a tour of the National
Boy Scout Museum at Murray
State University.
According to Linda Morgan,
associate curator on interpretations at the museum, the
employer talked to her about arranging a tour for his-workers.
Citing the importance of being
knowledgeable about area attractions and being able to talk
intelligently about them, the
banker said he viewed the tour
Idea as a way to support the
museum as _well as to help
spread the word about it.
Ms. Morgan said the group
from the bank was divided into
thirds and toured the facility on
consecutive days. Because the

•

museum is open from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. seven days a week, she said
a variety of arrangements can
be made to accomodate
employee !ours of any size.
She noted the design of the
museum allows visitors to explore the exhibits at their own
pace.
"I think it's best seen on an individual basis," she said. "If someone wants a more structured
tour or more information, we
have volunteers stationed
throughout the museum to help
them."
A typical tour begins with a
greeting from Murray, the
lifesize robot who acts-- as the
museum's official host. Visitors
can choose from a variety of exhibits. including Scout Around
Theater, A-Mazing Adventure.

The Beginning and the gallery of
Norman Rockwell paintings.
In addition to the permanent
exhibits in the museum. Ms.
Morgan noted that the Unknown
Scout, a legendary figure portrayed by Robert Valentine, appears at the museum on
weekends. The scout relates
stories about the founders of
scouting at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in
the Founders Gallery.
Ms. Morgan said a museum
tour makes an excellent fringe
benefit for employee groups of
all sizes. A discount admission
rate is offered to groups of six or
more.
Anyone interested in_arranging a tour or obtaining more information may call the museum
at (502) 762-3190 between 9 a.m.
and 8 p.m. seven days a week.

Clarksville senior at Murray State named
Fellow by Center for Study of Presidency
Now in its 8th year, the French class at the Calloway County Public Library is meeting on Monday,
Thursday and Friday until August 1. Class members are, front row, from left: Chris Germann, Jim
Davania, Ginger Hicks, Joey Royalty. Heather Burkeen and Amy Alexander. 2nd row: Jennie Bell,
Erica Vidmer,Courtney McCoy, Annie Forrester, Tommy Richter and Jonathan Reid. 3rd row: student
helpers Lisa Rexroat, Lori Payne. Damara Lanier, Irene Chu and Leigh Landini. Back row: principal
French teacher Beth Belote, student helper Jennifer Bates. French classes coordinator Eunice Mills
and Library language project coordinator Libby Hart. Students not pictured include Trey Miller, Mark
Vandegritt, Robert Bunch and Robert Davis.

Andrew T. Buhler Jr. of
Clarksville, Tenn.. who will be a
senior at Murray State University in 1986-87, is among 20
students from across the country selected as Fellows by the
Center for the Study of the
Presidency in New York City.

Collins says budget report supports
1985 cuts in state Medicaid services

Fellows for 1986-87 were
selected from among about 800
participants in the Center's 17th
annual Student Symposium in
Washington. D.C.. in March.
They will attend a fall Leadership Conference, a Student Symposium in the spring of 1987 and
prepare a major research
paper.

cuts she made last year.
For the 12 months that ended
on June 30. the state spent $576.1
million of a total budget of $577.5
million, according to figures
from the Cabinet for Human
Resources.

FRANKFORT. Ky. tAP —
Kentucky's Medicaid program
ended the 1986 fiscal year within
0.3 percent of its budget. a showing that Gov. Martha Layne Collins said proved the necessity of

Education department
audit contract rejected
FRANKFORT, Ky. kAP I — A legislative subcommittee today
rejected a proposed contract
with two Louisville accounting
firms to audit the Department Of
Education, saying the $93,000
price tag was excessive.
A similar contract awarded by
the auditor of public accounts to
Touche, Ross & Co. and
Richardson. Pennington & Skinner last year was terminated by
the Department of Finance.
News stories revealed that a
Touche, Ross political action
committee had contributed to
the 1983 campaigns of state
Auditor Mary Ann Tobin and
State Superintendent of Schools

Alice McDonald and that principals" in Richardson. Pennington had made contributions
to Tobin. She made the recommendation - to hire- the two
companies.
Today members of the Personal Service Contract Review
Subcommittee criticized the
Department of Education for
failing to contact the accounting
firm of Arthur Young 8r
Associates for a contract proposal. Arthur Young had submitted a much lower bid last
year than the two companies
who were eventually selected.
The subcommittee must approve the contracts.

Help urged to fight drugs
FORT WORTH, Texas AP
— The U S secretary of education Monday urged legislators
from 15 southern states to give
College presidents all the help
they need to fight drug abuse on
campus,
"Parents expect colleges to be.
positively and publicly and actively against illegal drug use.

They do not expect colleges to be
neutral when it comes to this
issue," said Education
Secretary William Bennett. •
Bennett told the 40th annual
meeting, of the Southern
Legislative Conference that support they give colleges in
fighting drug abuse would be
rewarded.

Bothered by
too many bills?
Consolidate them!
•

Refinance your existing loans
at today s low bank rates
Get rid of your overloaded
charge cards car payments
and doctor bills with our debt
consolidation loan and end up
with one monthly payment
chopped down to size — and
cash left over perhaps a home
improvement or buy a new
automobile Come see why
more people are borrowing
turn Repubfic Savings Bank
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Early last fiscal year. Collins
and cabinet Secretary Al Austin
announced the state would pay
-providers less money for
Medicaid services to the poor
and disabled.
The cuts drew, immediate
criticism, especially from the
nursing home industry.
The budget 'figures "should
completely- remove any doubts
regarding the, necessity of this
administration's actions of a
year ago to avoid yet another
Medicaid deficit,"'Collins said
in a news release Monday.- Officials with the Kentucky
Association of Health Care
Facilities Were out of the office
and could not be reached for
comment Monday.
Austin said legislation that
takes effect today should further
cut Medicaid costs, but he added
that the budget will grow as
more people become eligible. The current fiscal year's
budget includes $650.6 million to
pay for the estimated 355,000'
people that will be served each
month.
The fiscal 1988 budget will
grow to $729.3 million to provide
services to 367.000 people each
month.

Buhler, who has a double major at Murray State in political
science and journalism (public
relations emphasis), said the
research, paper will be completed within the school year
and will focus on 'a topic that
.falls within the overall theme of
"Considerations on, National
Security Policy."
Former President Jimmy
Carter will be the keynote

Break-ins reported
at three businesses
Three local businesses were
burglarized sometime between
closing Monday and reopening
this morning according to Murray Police Department reports.
The break-ins occurred at
Holland Auto Repair, Starnes
Service Station and Gene and
Jo's Florist, all located on South
Fourth Street, MPD Detective
Charles Peeler said.
Change was taken from all
three businesses in addition to a
quantity of motor oil and
transmission fluid reported
stolen at Holland Auto Repair.
Peeler said.

speaker at the Lea.uei
,unference in Atlanta in Noyember.
Fellows are expected to have a
series of Mille House briefings
while in Washington for the Student Symposium in March of
next year.
The Center for the Study of the
Presidency, the first institution
devoted to the study of the nation's executive branch, grew
out of the Eisenhower heritage.
It began sponsorship of both the
Leadership Conference and Student Symposium in 1970.
Besides Murray State,some of
the schools to be represented by
Fellows in .1986-87 are Wake
Forest, Clemson, University of
Southern California. University
of Kansas, Cornell, Indiana
University, American University and the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point.
Buhler will serve as editor-inchief of the 1987 edition of The
Shield, the university yearbook.
He wa.ffa member of.The Shield
staff each of the past two years
and won a Columbia Scholastic
Press Association Gold Circle
Award for a spread he-orenared

Rail line...
(Cont'd from page 1)
line.
The CSX officials said
generally a short-line operation-is more profitable because more
attention can be given to growth
while at the same time providing more flexibility for

shippers.,

"

"We're not interested in abandoning the market," Gibson
said.
The company's current position, Gibson said, is that "if
business does not continue to
grow (on the line)" CSX would
ultimately be forced to place the
railroad section into the abandonment category.
The effort to sell the section to
(Cent'd from page 1)
a short-haul operator is part of a
people into the parks.
system-wide evolution, the CSX
The department has also done
officials said. In the past three to
its part to fill its 764 lodge
five years, 10 to 15 such operarooms. 318 cottages and 2.550
One Marshall County man was tions have been created and
camping spots.
transferred to a Paducah traffic has increased on each.
Bender said a special effort is
hospital while another was one of them, they pointed out.
being. made to attract visitors
CSX has identified several
treated and released from
during the slower months of late
Murray -Calloway County dozen prospective purchasers
fall and winter. More than 100
Hospital following a single-car for the Murray to Bruceton secnew special events will be conwreck on Van Cleave Road tion. Officials said Monday that
ducted this year in addition to
about 8 p.m. Monday.
list would be narrowed to about
the dozens of others already
A spokesman for the Calloway two or three solid prospects
County Sheriff said the accident within two to four months.
Wise said that while tourists
occurred near' the road's inSome industrialists at the
are visiting Kenlake, much of
tersection with the Bethel Road
meeting expressed concern
-the visitors to the park are from
when the car, driven by Barry about continuation of the operathe area. She said it seemed as if
Stratton, 30, Benton, went out of tion after it is sold by CSX.
the area people are "taking
control and struck a utility pole.
"How can we protect
more advantage of the parks.
A passenger in the car, ourselves against (the new
Lake Cumberland. the state's
Charles Fortier. 38, of Hardin, operator9 walking away?" Ed
most popular park, will add to
was transferred to Lourdes Shinners of Vanderbilt Chemical
the winter attraction with ,the
Hospital in Paducah where he .in Murray asked.
addition of a covered swimming
was listed in intensive care toGibson said the company is
pool this year plus 25 new rooms
looking for railroad operators,
day, the sheriff's office said.
at the lodge.
Fortier, who told officers he "not speculators in real estate
The other most popular parks,
"didn't know the road" and lost and scrap metal."
in descending order, are at Lake
control on a curve, was treated
In addition. Bennett pointed
Barkley. Kentucky Dam Village
at the local hospital and
out that any future owners
and Natural Bridge.
released.
would have to go through the
same abandonment procedures
as CSX to cease operations.
The management team of the
prospective buyer as well as the
financial status and experience
will play important roles in the
Choose from FOUR sensaselection process, Gibson added.
tional oceanfront hotels.
One section of railroad intu
Each hotel is a full service
Murray is currently under a
resort with swimming pools
short-line operator. J. J. Dunrestaurants, and cocktail
nagan of Hardin Crain operates
lounges. Golf and tennis •
the J & J railroad from that
privileges available..nearby.
FROM
community to a section of the
CSX line just north of Murray.
• Holiday Inn SurtsIde
Company officials did not
• Holiday Inn Boardwalk
6 Days
•
comment on the anticipated sale
Holiday
Inn
Oceanside
5 Nights • Castaway Beach Resort
price of the railroad line. They
Deluxe Oceanview Room for
did say, however, that CSX
would be able to provide
up to 4 persons
Write today tor your FREE
necessary locomotives, cars and
vocation pionnIng pocket
8 Days 7 Nights from $280.
other equipment to the new
Pocsoges 0.0.10010 11.0 9,146 Sowelud.rig
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!
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START YOUR VACATION NOW!
and J railroad, other local con'"(Trills That %VOW rniresetirfarat
TOR IrESERVATIONT CALL - tity
the meeting were Fisher Price,
Zip
Kenlake Foods. Murray Consolidated Inrr,
Calloway County Chamber of
211 Broadway "(
(In Florida 800-545-3030)
Commerce. Farris Grain and
Daytona Beach ft 32918
Merchants Grain

State parks...

One-car accident
leaves two injured

DAYTONA BEACH

funfat

210

800-874-7426

in 1986.
A Dean's List student. Buhler
.has been active in several national honor societies on the
campus. He has served as vice
president of Omicron Delta Kappa, as treasurer of Alpha Lambda Delta and as recording._
secretary of Gamma Beta Phi.
His activities also include the
presidency of Pi Sigma Alpha
political science honor society
and membership in the Order of
Omega Greek honor society
Buhler was elected to serve in
1985-86 and re-elected for 1986-87
as a member of the Senate of the
Student Government Association. He is also a member of the
campus chapter of The Society
of Professional Journalists.
Sigma Delta Chi, and Sigma Chi
social fraternity, which has
recognized him at local. state
and national levels

Mail tampering
reported by
local officials
There have been several
reports of mailbox vandalism
and reports of tampering and
destroying the mails. According
to local officials, this is a warning that it is a federal offense to
cause damage to mailboxes and
tampering with the mails.
Anyone caught and convicted of
these crimes will be subject to
fines and/or imprisonment.
A $1,000 reward is offered by
the Postal Service for information. and services leading to the
arrest and conviction of any person destroying. obstructing or
retarding the passage of mail many carrier or conveyance carrying the mail.
Any information regarding
this should be reported to the
sheriff's office or the post office.

PADD sets
committee
meetings
The following is a list of Purchase Area Development
District July meetings. All
meetings will be held at the
PAM). U.S. 45 North, Mayfield.
Meeting Calendar: July 18 —
Industrial Development Task
Force committee. 3 p.m.; July
21 — Purchase ADD board of
directors, 5 p.m.; July 24 —
Health Council committee, 7
p.m.; July 28 — Transportation
committee, 6:15 p.m.
The public is invited to attend
all of the above meetings.

Corn crops...
(('ont'd from page 1) percent excellent by reporters
for the Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics Service.
Because of the weather, tobacco is growing uneven, the
department reports. A few fields
are blooming early. Only about
10 percent of the tobacco has
reached a height of three feet.
More than 50 percent of the
acreage is less than two feet tall.
according to the report.
• Black shank is the most corn-mon disease being reported, and
It appears to be spreading into
areas not infected in previous
years. the report said.
"The report rated corn two per.
cent poor, 28 percent fair, 83 percent good and seven pErcent ex- eeil-snt. it--is-developing rapttliy
with 42 percent of the acreage
Bilked or silking. This compares
with 30 percent silked or linking
at this time last year and 22 percent for the five-year average.

•

PERSPECTIVE
Balanced budget
loses momentum
Born out of longtime frustration and legislative irresponsibility, the Gramm-Rudman balanced budget act has
expired after only eight
months. In a 7-2 decision, the
U.S. Supreme Court declared
one of the measure's key enforcement provisions to be
unconstitutional. Yet, this ruling shouldn't prevent Congress from making the tough
spending cuts mandated by
the act.
From the beginning,
Gramm-Rudman seemed too
good to be true. It set annual
deficit reduction targets and
promised a balanced budget
by 1991. If Congress failed to
reach those targets through
the normal legislative process, the politically messy job
of making the cuts would fall
to the U.S. Comptroller General.
This official is appointed
by the president but can be
removed by Congress, a situation that gave rise to the constitutional snag. The justices
ruled that Congress cannot
confer what amounts to executive powers — estimating
and ordering the budget cuts
— upon the comptroller general, who is answerable to
Congress.
The ruling didn't surprise.
The comptroller general's acquisition of this awesome
budgeraty responsibility 'was

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

Ohio Boy Scout troop's visit to area
could well be preview of iings to come

conisidered constitutionally
suspect when Gramm-Rudman was approved last December. A special three-judge
Perhaps we saw a preview
panel said as much a month last week of things to come now
later. That's why the Gramm- that the National Boy Scout
Museum is open to the public out
Rudman act had a fallback at
Murray State University.
measure: A requirement that
Ten members of Troop 241
Congress make the cuts came more than 500 miles from
through a joint House and Lithopolis, Ohio, to camp for a
week in Calloway County. They
Senate resolution.
hiked, fished, swam, went
Despairing that Congress canoeing
and
up Civil
has the courage for such bold War history soaked
in addition to
action, Senators Phil Gramm, visiting the museum and earnR-Texas, Warren Rudman, R- ing merit badges.
With them was their ScoutN.H., and Ernest Hollings, DS.C., have designed a new ver- maSter, Ed Wisner, and three of
their dads. Wisner', a Columbus sion of their landmark legis- attorney, is the
son-in-law of Mr.
lation which would make the and Mrs. George Wilson, who
comptroller general inde- live on a five-acre place about
pendent of the president and three miles out on 121 South.
Ed is married to the Wilsons'
Congress.
daughter, Brenda. Two of their
Few dispute that Gramm- sons were in the group.
Their
Rudman was a colossal abdi- youngest, 2 1/2-year-old David,
cation of Congressional bud- and his mother came along for a
getary authority. But it was week's visit with her parents.
The Scouts set up camp on.the
the only game in town during
Wilsons' place. With exception
a time, to paraphrase former of one
night, which they spent
budget director David Stock- under the stars and swatting
man, when $200 billion defi- mosquitos between the lakes,
cits ranged as far as the eye they spent their week in
Calloway County headquartered
could see.
there.
Today, the deficit is shrink• • •
ing but the momentum for a
They arrived late the afterbalanced budget remains un- noon of Saturday, July 5, and
checked. Whether a new ver- lost little time setting up their
sion of Gramm-Rudman is camp, complete With flags,
firepits, tents, clotheslines, a
passed, the Supreme Court shower
and dining flys.
correctly underlined the fact
Jim Stahler, whose big dairy
that Congress can't hide from was nearby, provided them with
its responsibility to make the a large water tank from which
painful decisions required to they rigged up the shower. Later
during the week, they watched
reduce the national debt.
as Jim and his helpers

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
Korean trade: two-way street
We hear a lot of talk these days about how the United
States should have a policy of fair trade with our neighbors.
This usually means that if our trading partners want to do
business with us, they need to open their markets so we can
sell our goods to them.
While there are reasons why this approach is difficult
to put into practice, including the value of the dollar which
can make our goods more expensive in foreign markets, it
makes good sense.
And it was this idea of fair trade that led me to take
my resolution to the Senate floor just before the July 4th
recess calling for an end to Korean trade preferences with
the U.S. unless their doors are opened to American
products, particularly cigarettes and tobacco. As a first step
toward importing these products, Korean President Chun
Du Hwan had agreed in my May meeting with him to reorganize the Korean Tobacco Monopoly. The Korean National
Assembly, however, adjourned until September without fulfilling this commitment.
This lack of follow through collides with the idea of
fair trade for several reasons. The Korean economy, currently in high gear, ran up a $5 billion trade surplus with
the U.S. last year. And over the last five years, Korean imports into the U.S. have nearly doubled, while their imports
of our products have not even kept pace with inflation.
Further, the Korean government has imposed trade restrictions making it impossible for American products to
compete in their marketplace. These restrictions apply to
a broad range of agricultural and consumer products and
amount to nothing short of protectionism.
Given the fact that the Korean economy is now a force
to be recknoned with, they need to understand that trade
is a two-iatay street. Unfortunately, I have seen no evidence
that they believe in fair trade. My resolution basically says
that they must adjust their attitudes about trade if they wish
to continue enjoying the preferential treatment they have
had with us.
While I did not press for a vote on my Korean trade
resolution due to the lack of time for debate before the July
4th recess, I intend to push for Senate support. A likely
forum for debate may be the trade bill which the Senate is
expected to consider in the upcoming months. Rest assured
I will explain what I think fair trade means for Korea when
the opportunity arises.

milked
his big herd and -saw the milk
gush through the glass lines into
the big holding tank.
"When they asked if they
could camp at our place,. I had
no idea they would set up such
an elaborate camp," Mr. Wilson
said.
At 8 a.m. the following morning, Bob Warren, a former professional basketball player from
Hardin. came to the camp and
brought the troop a devotional

Business Mirror
NEW YORK tAP1 — New products ranging from colaflavored bubble gum and veal
hot dogs to a lemon-flavored
beer showed up on grocery and
drugstore shelves in record
numbers in first half of 1986, a
study says.
The newsletter New Product
News, published monthly by the
advertising agency DFS
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and a personal testimony on his
life and walk with Jesus Christ.
That afternoon, the Scouts
went to Dover, Tenn., to hike
and learn about Fort Donelson
and its historic role in the War
Between the States. While in
Dover, Steve Douglass and his
wife, Susan, treated them to a
couple freezers of homemade
ice cream.
Steve is the son of Earl and
Dulcie Douglass, 217 Woodlawn
here in Murray, and is in the insurance business in Dover
where Susan grew up.
• • •
Early 'Monday morning, the
Scouts were in boats on Kentucky Lake with outdoorsman
Jerry Maupin as their guide trying their luck at one of our
favorite West Kentucky
pastimes — fishing.
Despite a withering
temperature and swarms of
mosquitos eager to sink their
beaks into tender Ohio flesh, the
Scouts averaged four or five fish
each on the outing. These they
fried in skillets over their campfires that night for supper.
The "string that got away"
held the largest fish caught —
Scouts' honor. But accidents
happen. This string — again.
Scout's honor — slipped away
when one of the boys was stringing one fish when another took
his bait. In his excitement, he
lost his grip on the string of fish
which dropped into the lake and
sank from sight.
The Land Between the Lakes
provided nature trails for the
boys to hike, and they showed
their appreciation by clearing
one 12 miles long for others to
hike, staking it out in
temperatures 95 degrees and
above.
• • •
During the week, the boys
earned merit badges in camping, hiking, first aid, backpacking, cooking, bird and nature
study and in fishing.
The cooking badges we,re
awarded one evening as they
gathered around a campfire
along with 12 invited guests to

whom they had served steak,
chicken, corn on the cob, mashed potatoes, fresh melon and
fruit and apple and cherry cobblers — both traditional Boy
Scout campfire fare.
A surprise highlight of their
week came Thursday morning
when they visited the new Boy
Scout museum.
By chance Kentucky. Governor Martha Layne Collins also
was seeing -it for the first time.
and each got to meet our state's
Chief Executive.
Governor Collins was visibly
impressed by her meeting the
Ohioans — each of whom was
decked out in full Scouting
regalia — and learning they had
come so far to camp and visit
the museum.
She even took the time to pat
little 2 1/2-year-old David on the
head and shake his hand. In
return, one of David's brothers.
Ed Wisner, Jr.. an Eagle Scout
and a patrol leader. presented
the governor with a teeshirt with
the Troop 241 emblem on it.
'Once the governor had toured
the museum with Director Darwin Kelsey and left for her
Rotary Club speech. the Scouts
carried out a planned service
project — that of delivering
brochures promoting the
museum throughout several
Murray areas.
• • •
Friday, with their week drawing to a close, the Scouts toured
KenttickY and Barkley Dams
and were told the impoundment
and economic impact stories of
the two great lakes.
The next day, July 12, they left
for home.
The troop included two sets of
brothers, and for the record and
benefit of future researchers.
the Scouts' names Were Micah
and Matthew Humphrey. Jimmy Sanderell, Mike Patterson.
Keith Swartz, Mike and Eddie
Wisner, Jr., Eric Mfehael. Jason
Holland and Kevin Miller.
The adult leaders included
Ron Smith and Berne Sanderell.
two assistant Scoutmasters, and
Dr. Ben Humphrey, father of

By Skip Wollenberg
Dorland Worldwide, reports it
spotted 1,249 new products on
store shelves across the country
between January and June.
That was up 15.6 percent from
the same period a year ago and
was the highest six-month total
in the 22 years that the newsletter has monitored such activity.
Food manufacturers said they
have been responding to the
demands of increasingly healthconscious consumers who are
willing to pay premium prices
for a combination of convenience and high quality at
mealtime.
Industry analysts said the
surge shows that foodmakers
are driven to come up with new
products or variations on products they have already successfully introduced in response
to real or expected challenges
from their competitors.
Martin J. Friedman. editor of
New Product News, said major
manufacturers generally expect
stew groducts to reach annual
sales of $30 million td $55 trillion
before count4ng them a success.
While smaller manufacturers
may be quite satisfied with
lower sales, he said less than 1
percent of the products his

.

newsletter monitors reaches the
$30 million sales level.
New products face a daunting
task of finding space on store
shelves. According to the Food
Marketing Institute, a non-profit
association for food retailers
and wholesalers that is based in
Washington. D.C.. the average
supermarket carried 17.459
items at the end of 1985.
Grocers also have obtained
access to more sophisticated
ways of evaluating which products deserve shelf space.
Price scanners not only get
shoppers through checkout lines
more quickly but can help
grocers monitor their invenTorlei. -Lead—ing Consumer
research firms such as A.C.
Nielsen Co. of Northbrook. Ill..
and National Brand Scanning
Inc. of New York. have each
recently begun offering producthy.proctlict sales reports on a
weekly rather than monthly
basis. •
Friedman saiti his latest
report Showed the most active
food introductions in the first
half included wine coolers,
juice-based soft drinks. fruitflavored frozen bars and teas
and frozen Anthers.
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Micah and Matthew.
Dr. Humphrey, 39. is the son of
the late Maurice Humphrey of
Murray. That explains why I
saw Clara Humphrey.
Maurice's widow, filling two big
boxes with doughnuts, long
johns and other goodies the
other morning at Sammons'
Bakery.
Dr. Humphrey. who was -in a
Murray Scout troop with Steve
Douglass with Cleo Sykes as
their Scoutmaster, practices
medicine at the Tri-County
Medical Center in Lithopolis. He
graduated from Murray High
School. Murray State and the
University of Kentucky School
of Medicine.
• • •
I have the feeling that once the
word gets across the country
that the museum is now at Murray State and open more Boy
Scout troops will be coming this
way to visit it, to camp and to
earn merit badges in our great
recreational area just to the east
just as the Ohio Scouts did.
It wouldn't be a bad idea for
some civic club, the Chamber of
Commerce or the museum folks
themselves to line up several
places nearby — like the
Wilsons' — where they could set
up their camp sites.
I believe they'll be coming,
and it would be good to be ready
to welcome and accommodate
them so they can .go home and
tell about us and what we have
clown here, '

Looking Back
Ten years ago _
Don Burchfield of Murray won
the Best in Show, Fancy Breed
award at open rabbit show at
Murray -Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. McKinney
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on June 26.
The Rev. Don Farmer of MidContinent Bible . College.
Mayfield. spoke at a meeting of
Baptist Men of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church at Triangle Inn.
Mary Jane Alford won the
Oaks Country Club Invitational
Women's Golf Tournament.
Other flight winners were
Madelyn Lamb. Mabel Rogers,
Nell Tackett and Jeanie
Morgan.
The cast of "Twilight
Cabaret" performed atCalloway Public Library on July
13. The Murray State University
group performs at Kentucky
Dam State Park each evening
except Mondays this summer.

.„

Twenty years ago
The mercury hit 100 degrees
on July 13 as shown on thermometer at Bank of Murray in
photograph taken by Ed Collie,
staff photographer.
Pvt. Darell Sheridan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Sheridan, is
stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.
Famed Trumpeter Doc
Seyerinsen will appear at
tienlake Amphitheater today
and tomorrow.
- Mr. and • Mrs. J.L. Greene
celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary on July 14.
Mrs. Ray Rhoades, Mrs. Bobby Wilson.. Mrs. Charles Coleman. Mrs. John Archer and
Mrs. George Rhea presented •a
prftram on "War on PovertV"
at a meet-ink-of Women's Society
of Christian Service at Goshen
Methodist Church..
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett
have been the guests of their
son. William Lovett and family
of Toledo. Ohio.
Thirty years ago
Local banks have published
statements at close of business
on June 30. 1956. Assets were
listed at $10,723,254.51 for Bank
of Murray: at $5.253.487.90 for
Peoples Bank of Murray at
$830,117.85 for Dees Bank of
Hazel.
The first Girls Auxiliary
Camp was held at Baptist Camp
Site orr Jonathan Creek last
week. GA members from
Memorial and First Baptist
Churches attended. Counselors
were Mrs. E.C. Jones and Mrs.
Ted Barnett.
CI.' McCormack. guest
speaker. talked about OES
Chapters in Brernmerham. Germany. in which he end his wife
were members while tre was stationed therewith U.S. Navy. -at a
meeting of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star. They reside in Corpus
Christi, Texas.
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.Janssen Morton horn

I h)lcombs visit m-other

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie L. Morton. Rt. 1, Murray.
are the parents of a daughter. Janssen Brett.
weighing six pounds 10 ounces. measuring 10 inches born on Friday. July 11, at 5:51 d.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Nancy Faughn of Benton. The
father is employed with Housden and Morton Used Cars, Murray.. Their other children are
Justin, 7, and Janessa, 3. Paternal grandparents
are the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul Morton of-Murray. Maternal grandparents are Mrs. Joe
t Dean Faughn and the late Mr. Faughn otBenton. A maternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Hugh
H. ( Gladysei Cannon of Kuttawa.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holcomb and family, Ray
and Nancy. of Riverdale. Ill., have been visiting
Mr. Holcomb's mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Holcomb
of Murray. They were returning home after attending the wedding of Miss Pam Holcomb of
Woodstock. Ga.

Ri111111" returns _from trip
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Burkeen and children.
Jamie and Jennifer, returned home Sunday after
a five days vacation at Pigeon Forge, Tenn.,
Dollywood Park. -Cherokee. N.C., -and other
points in Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

Stag,: Night on Thursday

Keith Allen Stom horn
Mr. and Mrs. David Stom of 206 Riveria Cts.,
Murray, are the parents of a son. Keith Allen.
weighing seven.pounds 15 ounces, measuring 21
inches. born on Wednesday. July 9. at 7:45 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Tammy Moore. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs:Paul Moore of Taylor.
Mich.. and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Stom of Rt. 1.
Almo. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Dolly Moore
and the late Paul Moore Jr.. of Taylor, Mich..
Mr. and Mrs. N"ernon Watson of Benton. Mrs.
Nancy Willie and the late Vester Willie of
Mayfield. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stom
of Murray.

Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Thursday. July 17. at 9
a.. m at the club courts. The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Sharon Brown, Bobbie Weatherly.
Brenda Marquardt and Patsy Miller; Court Two
— Sharon Wells: Shirley Homra. Sheila Farmer
and Rainey Apperson; Court Three — Frances
Hulse, Emmy Edwards. Cindi Cohoon and Wilda
Pur(lom.

Alason's revival planned

••••

•••••••••••••105

Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will
begin its annual revival on Friday. July 18. and
continue through Sunday. July 20. pr. William
Vaughn Jr.. Paris District Superintendent of the
United Methodist Church. will be the speaker for
the services at 7:30.Nrri. A potluck supper will be
served .at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Men's Stag Night at Murray Country Club will
be on Thursday. July 17, at 6:30 p.m. The charge
will be $6 per person which will include 12-ounce
ribeyes. Chad Stewart, Clyde Adkins, Rick
Miller and Tim Miller will be in charge of arrangements. Winners in the men's medal play
tournament will be awarded their prizes during
the evenings and all four in each flight are urged
to be present.
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Couple married for 25 years today
Family dinner
and trip planned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tipton
are today, July 15, celebrating
their 25th wedding anniversary.
They were married at the
Kirksey Methodist Church on
July 15, 1961. Their attendants
were Mrs. Wade Norsworthy
and Ernie Sheridan.
Mrs. Tipton is the former
Diana Sheridan.
Mr. and Mrs. Tipton have one
son, David W. Tipton and his
wife. Patty, and one daughter,
Miss Marla Tipton.
A family dinner is planned.
The couple then plans a short
trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Singles plan events
Murray Single Connection Will meet Thursday,
July 17. at 7 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. The group will play volleyball at 7:30
p.m. and then go to Linda Kemp's home for a
watermelon bust. For information call Dick at
436-2174. Ruth at 753-3735 or Linda at 753-9414.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tipton
•

Pennington receives
new degree at Boston

•

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 16, 1986

ARIES
interests and family matters.
accented. Good news comes via
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
VIRGO
phone or letter.
Take the initiative with career (Au!.23 to Sept.22)
AQUARIUS
endeavors, but keep positive financial
You're spurred on by your own (Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
Kim E. Pennington. This year, Pennington developments confidential.
Don't let
creativity, so please discount someA proposed partnership may have
faculty member of the was one of only three anyone pry into your affairs.
one's negativity. You have the right some strings attached. In business,
Boston Conservatory. total pupils at Boston TAURUS
words in dealings with friends and you'll make important progress now.
Boston. Mass., received Conservatory chosen for (Apr.20 to May 20)
Capitalize on today's chances for
loved ones.
a new academic degree recognition and new
success.
A partner disagrees with you about LIBRA
duriag. commencement membership. Pi Kappa a home matter, but otherwise this is a (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
PISCES
ceremonies in Boston on Lambda membership is time of togetherness. Enjoy social
Don't let someone try to capitalize (Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
May 10.. Pennington the supreme honpr for opportunities in the afternoon.
N'ou should be excited today about
on your good fortune. Increased
earned the Bachelor of students of music, being GEMINI
income and improved job chances an upcoming trip. Keep plugging at a
Work project. Don't throw in the
.Music degree in Voice the musical -equivalent (May 21 toJune 20) '
give you muCh to be happy about.
towel Giiing out is fun tonight!
As far as your career is concerned, SCORPIO
, Performance during the of Phi Beta Kappa
•
past two years' study at membership for liberal -you've got everything going for you
Nov:21)
COE
today. Don't let a difficulty with a
Except for a difference with a
Boston - Conservatory, arts students.
Y('R. BOWS; T( MAY are both
---,co-worker
spoil
it for you. Keep your higher-up',things go pretty much your
"gra-dilating at the to)) of
adventurous and philosophictritu 'Pennington ha's been a • •—
way today. Evening accents leisure
the class. Summa Cum faculty member of signts high.
have a genuine interest in community
activities•Accept social invitations.
Laude. • with a grade Boston Conservatory CANCER
affairs and may be drawn ti") educa(June 21 to July 22)
SAGITTARIUS .
tion, religion and law. You can nuke
point average of 3.83.
since 1976, teaching
Grandparents enjoy visit.* with (Nov.22 to Dec.21')
your emotional life unnecessarily
Because of ,outstan- opera history,- .vocal children
and both singles and marBehind-the-scenes financial deal- complicated if you do not take
ding academic achieve- reading and serving as rieds will be pleased
others
with today's
into your confidence. You have ability
ment. Pennington was official school year romantic developments. Accent good ings are favored. Place an accent on
saving money now. Do research
as a storyteller and can succeed in
chosen as a new 1986 accompanist.
times.
.
about investment possibilities.
creative
areas. Innovative, you may
member of Pi Kappa
LEO
Previous degress
CAPRICORN
like to take chances or start new
Lambda, honorary were earned at Murray (July 23 to Aug.22)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
ventures. Birthday of: Barbara Stanscholastic fraternity for State University in 1970
Today may bring one encounter
You'll be in touch with a lot of your
wyck. actress; Ginger Rogers,actress;
musicians. Pi Kappa and at Indiana Universis with a slick operator, but over all this friends
today and may decide to give and Bess Myerson, consumer advoLambda, founded in ty' in 1972. both is a favorable time for property a party Leadership'
qualities are cate.
1918, is a new selective Bachelor's and Master's
organization, normally being in piano
choosing less than one of performance.
the top academic
He is the son of Mrs.
students iti.a musical inClinton Pennington of
Miss Nancy Myers matron of honor. be Dale Strader and
the guest register.
stitution of learning.
Rt. 3, Murray.
and Rickey Shaw have Bridesmaids will be Irwin.
The wedding will be
finalized plans for their Pam Jones. Beth
Flower girls will be directed by Mrs. Ann
wedding on Friday. July Mangrum and Robin Deshae Strader and
Jones.
18.
Green.
Denae Strader. Ring
A reception will follow
The ceremony will be
Mike Pearson will bearer will be Joe Ed in the fellowship hall of
read at 7 p.m. at Hazel serve as best man for Bridges. Candlelighters
the church.
Baptist Church with the Mr. Shaw. Groomsmen will be Derick Strader
All .. relatives and
Rev. Dewayne Franklin will be Rickey Chad- and Brandon Fowler.
friends are invited to atofficiating. A program wick, Steve Vance and
Mrs. Cindy Frazer of tend the wedding and
- of nuptial music star- Billy Irwin. Ushers will Paducah will preside at the
reception.
ting at 6:30 p.m. will be
presented by Mrs. Gwyn
Key. organist, and Mrs.
Oneida White. pianist.
The': bride-elect has
NEW ORLEANS majority required to the club's 69-year-old
chosen -Mrs. Lisa Overcast to serve as her ( AP ) — Lions Clubs-In- change the Lions' con- constitution, said Brian
ternational. which stitution, said elections Stevenson, a Canadian
claims.to be the world's chairman Joseph expected to move up to
largest service Camarda.
the presidency in 1987.
organization with more
The group, which has
Women are now acthan 1.3 million 37.500 affiliates, also cepted as associates
members, voted Satur- elected Sten Akestam of through either
day against letting Sweden as president for Lionesses Clubs or
Walt Disney's
women join the club.
1986-87.
Lions Auxiliaries, but
The Great
With about 6,600 votes
Earlier. the Lions' none may vote at Lions
Mouse
counted of 7,500 cast, the 33-member board of Club meetings.
Detective (G)
proposed amendment directors had
Stevenson
1 Si. 3 15. 7.00. 9:411
failed by a margin of 59 unanimously endorsed acknowledged therepercent to 41 percent. the resolution striking was substantial opposiOACKISCH°04
short of the two-thirds the word "male" from tion — not just from conRodney
servative Americans.
Dangerfield I,,.
but from some French
1.90. 3.20. ,,15. 9,10
and Japanese delegates.
as well.
Central Center 753-3314
In some countries,
support for admitting is
very strong. Indian
delegates back the idea
and Brazilian Lions
Clubs voted unanimousAll Seats $2.00
ly for the change,
Stevenson said.
Nev. Image
A total of 161 nations,
I I'll %I 4( III It;
territories or
I ‘1111114 I I
geographical areas
Shape Up & Lose Inches Effortlessly!
were represented at this
kill'ate
a..a.
convention.
0* 4 4. 7 or, 4 40
(Oct
.23 to

NOW IS THE TIME TO
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All Summer Blouses,
Sweaters, Skirts,
Jewelry And More!!!
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Myers-Shaw wedding to be Friday

Watch
Wednesday's
paper for
SUE'S
Corn-Austin's
DISCOUNT JEANS
Final Markdown!
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Jordache
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Club votes on membership
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he Dakota
Pork Ribs
Special $6.95
—Quality Makes The Difference —

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY

Thursday Night Only
(Includes salad bar, potato,
baked beans and bread)

"All The Pork Ribs You Can Eat.

Toning Tables

Kid

Big Trouble
in Little
Chino (PG-13)
1 3,. 0 51. 7 In. 4 15

GREGORY
HINES

BILLY
CRYSTAL

RUNNING
SCARED [.,

The Dakota
'A.full

service

1510 Chestnut'St.

I 40

family restaurant-

759-9755
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IVIEW AiritIVAILS
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1019041 40••1110elry IV
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OVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-3314

Opening Monday, July 21st
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Call Linnie Hooks now for
+nformetton end- apporntrrtertts

753-7737
Each session takes 48 minutes

Opening Specials
1 session
$7.00
8 sessions
$40.00
16 sessions
$75.00
Great therapeutic value as well as toning and-tightening muscles These tables provide exercise for healthy
individualsInd_those with physical liNtationS.as welL
Dixieland Shopping Center'n•xt to the Green Door

Experiments

made known
BARTLESVILLE.
Okla.(API — One of the
obstacles to medical
research is the high cost
and scarcity of certain
yeast and bacteria cells
for experiments.
Phillips Petroleum
says if has engineered a
technology that allows
extremely high levels of
such_elsganisina_.-to be
ptixtuced rapidly and
cheaply. allowing scientists to pursue their
studies
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Kincheloe-Gough wedding planned

Wheeler and Smith
wedding Aug. 31

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse M.
Kincheloe of Evansville,
Ind., announce the
engagement and approaching ,marriage of
their daughter, Karen
Beth, to Steven Lynn
Gough, son of Ms. Wanda Laird of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1981
graduate of Harrison
High School in
Evansville, is a 1985
graduate of Murray
State University where
she received her B.S. in
Business Administration and Paralegal. She
is a member of Alpha
Phi sorority.
Mr. Gough, a 1979
graduate of Murray
High School, received
his Engineering Physics
degree from Murray
State University where
he was a member of
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
He is employed with
Texas Instruments in
Sherman. Texas.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday. Aug. 9, at 2 p.m. at
First Southern Baptist
Church, Evansville.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.

Lala Alice Wheeler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hicks of Mayfield, and Myron Ross Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Smith of Murray, will be
married on Sunday. Aug. 31, at 5 p.m. at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
Officiating at the wedding will be the Rev.
William Mulroy. A program of nuptial music will
be presented by Mrs. Sharon Logsdon.
Ms. Pam Ruddle will be maid of honor. Jodie
Griffin will be best man.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall
of the church.
No invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives'are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Murray teachers
attend Institute

Karen Beth Kincheloe and
Steven Lynn Gough will marry

Coming community events listed
Tuesday. July 15
Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
National Museum of
Boy Scouts of America
is open from 9 a
- m. to 8
p.m.
Quilt Lcsvers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be performed at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
---Summer Youth Series
of Churches of Christ
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Ninth Street Church of
Christ. Paducah.
---Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-C10 and
other locals and their
spouses will have a
covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Christian
- Church.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
----Murray Optimist Club
Is scheduled to meet at

Tuesday,July 15
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.
Wednesday.July 141
Ladies' day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday,July 16

Thursday. July 17

Calloway Public
Library.
---Thursday,July 17
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

Twin La.kers Antique
Car Club • will meet at
6:30 .p.m. at Gateway
Steak house at
Tri-State Golf Play for
Draffenville.
women will start with a
Junior Golf will be at 9
---shotgun tee-off at 9 a.m.
a.m. at Oaks Countty
Senior
citizens' acat- Murray Country
Club.
tivities will be from 10
Club.
---a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Junior Golf will be at 9 and Douglas Centers
Hazel and Douglas
a.in. at Murray Country and from 10 a.m. to 3
Centers will he open
Club.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
------for activities by senior
Swim Party and PicMothers' Day Ourwill
citizens.
nic for preschool be at 9 a.m. at First
---through kindergarten Baptist Church_.
Outland Cemetery
will be from 10:30 a.m.
_ --potluck luncheon will be
to 12:30 p.m. at Murray
at noon at cemetery.
Events in Land BetCountry Club.
---ween the Lakes will in---Bereavement Support
Men's Stag Night will clude Iron Industry at
Group will meet at 9:30
be at 6:30 p.m. at Mur- 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p m
a.m. and Living with
ray Country Club. Win- and Breadmaking at
Diabetes will meet at 2
ners in men's medal 1:30 p.m., all at The
p.m., both in third floor
play tournment will be Homeplace- 1850.
classroom of MurraySkywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
awarded their prizes.
Calloway County
p.m. at Golden Pond
---Hospital.
Mixed Tennis Doubles Visitor Center; LBL
---is scheduled at Murray Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
"Sing Out. KenSnake Tales at 2:30 p.m.
Country Club.
tucky!" will be perat Woodlands Nature
---formed at 8 p.m. at
Better Breathers Club Center.
Kenlake State Resort
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Park.
Western Baptist
---Hpspital, Paducah.
Events at Calloway
Vi e•re Glad ou Asked
Public Library will inMurray Wome,Li of the
clude Parents and Twos
Moose will meet at 8
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
p.iw at lodge hall.
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
---- •
3:30 p.m.
Murray Single Con---- --nection will meet at 7,
Events in Land Bet.m. at First United
ween the Lakes will inethodist Church. For
clude Iron Industry at
irtformation call Dick at
10:30 a.m. ad 1:30 p.m. 436-2174. Ruth
at
at The Homeplace-1850; 753-3735 or Linda
at
1 UNDERSTAND
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2 753-9414.
SON!E
PEOPLE
p.m.; Stream Stroll .at
---PREA14..AN THEIR
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Health Express of
OWN Ft NERALS.
Nature Center.
Murray-Calloway Coun%%H' DO 111E1'1
---ty Ht—
ispital will be at
Three important
Bob Valentine will court square in
reasons come to
present -The Unknown Dresden. Tenn.. from
9
nurn1-141-4,irce. ['reScout" at 3:30 p.m. at to 11 a.m. and at Branch
planning' permits
of Weakley County Bank
free choice. makes
in Palmersville, Tenn..
one's wishes known.
from 12:30 to 230p.m.
-arid does- away with
--- any
possible
AA- and Al-Anon will
disagreement
have closed meetings at
among the bereaved
8 p.m. at First Christian
as to what to do and
Church, Benton. For inhow much to spend.
Boggess. Mr. and Mrs. formation call 753-0061..
In effect. one eases
Jim Sloan and son. 762-3399. 753-7764 or
the burden placed on
Greg. Mayfield; Mr. 753-7663.
the immediate famiand Mrs. Tom Williams,
--- ly - in terms of both
Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and
"Sing Out, Kenthe proper course of
Mrs. Leslie Boggess, tu c k !" will be
action, to follow and
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. presented at 8 p.m. at
the peace of mind in
Bill Gage. St. Charles. Lake Barkley State
knowing that arMo
Resort Park
rangements have
been
made
in
advance.
re**

Mrs. Elsie Williams
honored on birthday
Mrs. Elsie Williams
was honored at a surprise birthday dinner on
Saturday. July 12, at
5:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Center, Murray..It was
given by members of
her family.
A buffet meal was
served from a long table
decorated with a large
birthday cake .with•
candles as a
centerpiece_
Mrs. -Williams opened
her gifts. A social hour
followed the dinner.
Present for the occasion were
ing:
The honoree.
s.
William, Mrs. Mary
Boggess. Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Cooper, Sherwin
Boggess, Miss Amy
Boggess, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy .afloggess and
son, Tyler, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Humphrey,
Mrs., Marelle Loafman
and Sam Workman, all
of Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard

urfl.
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We are pleased to andotlnee

0 that Harriett Dupree, bride-elect
of Mark Overbey. has selected
her crystal. stainless and accessories from our complete
bridal registry. Harriett and
Mark will be-married August 16.
•• •

The Shcnhase
7634341
10_4

;

iiCratISV we feel that
this.qiiestion tj.iy bit
It Vallle to many
sidents in the community we serve.
we•re glad
you
asked.
We welcome your
questions and corn.
mi'nt'- on this and
Oho'subjects - in
private or. publicly
through this column

Funeral Home
:411 North 4111
NIurra, 10.
753-4612

121 Ilv.Pos

ok _4_14
•

Five Murray High School teachers completed
the advanced Placement Summer Institute held
at Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, July 6-11.
Completing approximately 40 years of intensive curriculum design were Debbie Burgess,
Spanish; Mark Etherton. European Hitory;
Brenda Maddox, calculus; Sue Spann, French;
and Mary Ann Russell, English.
Advanced Placement is a program of collegelevel courses and exams offered by about 29 percent of the nation's 23,000 secondary schools. The
average offering is three or four courses.
Murray High School currently offers AP in
English, French, Spanish, Calculus, European
History. Biology and Chemistry.
High scores on the AP exams can earn three to
six semester hours of college credit in each area
on whih an ekam is taken. •

Timms

Tt. tSDAY. Jt LI" IS. HMS
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Baby, dismissals
listed by hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
'Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
July 14, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
•Ridley baby boy.
parents. Johnna and
Robert. Rt 5. Benton.
Paschall baby girl,
parents, June and
William. Rt. 2, Puryear.
Tenn.
Dismissals
Kristy Stephenson.
Coach Estates. Murray:

Robert Barnett, Rt.
Murray: Orel! Kt+, .
Rt. 1, Hazel:
William Suiter.
View Nursing Nom-.
Murray; Deceit.'
Juenger. Rt. 9. Benton
Mrs. Nancy Morti ,!!
and baby girl, Rt.
Murray: Lula Robert
Rt 4. Murray, Saniu.
Watson. Kirksey.
Artell Wright. 1144
South Sixth St
Mayfield. Flora Peer203 Pine St Murray.

We are happy to announce that Teresa
Bibb. bride-elect of
Joseph Harrison, has
selected her POTTERY
from
our
bridal
registry. Teresa and
Joseph will ke married
August 31

11

WE'RE MOVING!
We Are. Moving Our Dixieland Store to the Northside Shopping Center
(next to Murray kome & Auto) the 1st week in August.

All Summer Merchandise 1
Men's — Ladies' — Boy's
(Both Stores)

2

iStickingilain /Rag KO
Dixieland Center

Court Square

onotinclOg What's New
at
R1a3d4i0o

WNBS

-

I

11111
1111

•
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Darrell Gibson
'fiery of WSJP
now

at

WNBS 6 a m to I 0 a

Tom Shown,

Michael Dee.

.'.NBS

rr

7-•

The long awaited transfer to new owners,.
Murray Broadcasting Co. Inc has been
completed the newest "state- of the art
transmitting equipment has been igstatred for
a more powerful clearer sound experienced new announcers with great voices have
been employed the News Department has
been expanded with six local newscast
daily with Chuck Sheen and others The
World famous PAUL HARVEY continues
three limes dady_ _the popular-_::-Call-U.s.Loro-gram is now heard at 11 45 a m to 12
noon National and international news from
the ABC Information Network is heard every

.- Lsda

.ov‘.

WNBS •

hour on the hour ABC New s ,..odates are
heard at 27 minutes alto' !he 'lour many
hours Most favorite Rel,gios arc ta--. programs are being continued hoi.it,e er some
are at different time . Bob Kingle‘s Nationally honored "Country Countdown program continues on Sunda 3'ternoo.7s and
The Silver Eagle continues on Saturdav
nights It all adds together That .%,'NE4,,S. Cl
friend of the family for . more than 38 years
15 now tne mot-A interest.Pg ftn0
informative Radio Station to !.ster
in'ttlr
entire arei So don't miss a single hour...

Set Your AM Radio on 1340 And Leave
It There...So You Won't Miss A Thing...

WNBS

R
1a
3d
4i0
o

Information
Network

•
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Kentucky News In Brief
OVi'ENSBORO, Ky. ( AP ) - Owensboro could
be next in line for the newest in courtroom
technology - voice-activated video cameras used to make transcripts.
The video cameras, in use in some criminal
courtrooms in Louisville and Lexington for 18
months, eliminate the need for a court reporter
and speed up appeals, according to Jefferson
Circuit Judge Laurence Higgins.
William M. Gant. Kentucky Supreme Court
justice for District 2. said Owensboro and northern Kentucky will get the video cameras as
soon as their budget allows, possibly in six
months.
Higgins said processing transcripts for a
three-day trial can cost $1,000, and some cases
run up to $5,000. A $15 tape runs for six hours.
- which is one day of court, so the total cost would
be $45.
---LEXINGTON. Ky.(API- The University of
Kentucky will have four meetings with
employees this week to explain changes in its
retirement system that could allow 55-year-old
workers to step down after 20 years on the
payroll.
The changes apply to more than 10,000
employees at UK's Lexington and Medical
Center campuses, as well as UK's community
colleges. They were approved by the university's
trustees June 25 and took effect July 1. .
"Nobody's encouraging the employee to do
anything. By the same token, they can stay on
until they're 70 if they want.- said Art Gallaher.
chancellor of UK's Lexington campus.
Until now, an employee had to wait to 65 to
retire with a pension.
"If you were trying to reduce your faculty, or
something like that, the early, retirement would
intrude- a bonus," Gallaher said. "This is for
those faculty who, for whatever reasons, want to
get out at 56 or retire at 62."
The new system has different plans for
employees retiring between age 55 and 61 and
those calling it quits between 62 and 65.
G Bruce Miller. director of employee benefits,
said he did not know how many employees will
take advantage of the'new arrangements.
---HAWESVILLE. Ky. ( AP - Coyotes in Hancock County have a price on their heads.
To encourage coyote hunters. County Attorney
Harold Wayne Newton has put up prize money
for a contest for the biggest coyote bagged and
the most coyotes killed. The contest will run until
the deer season begins in November, and winners will receive $50.
Newton. a former president of a game club in
--the county, said hunters are worried about the increasing population of coyotes.
We
're afraid that they're going to deplete the
rabbits and quail. and then they'll start,on the
-deer. And then when they are all gone. -they'll
start on.the farmers' stock.-Newton said.
Coyotes are legal game all year.
---- LOUISVILLE. Ky. iAPI - The Kentucky
River Basin has been selected for a study of stir./ face water by the U.S. Geological Survey.
"This three-year study will establish the
nature, extent..causes and trends of surfacewater quality throughout the Kentucky River
Basin area," said Alfred L. Knight. district chief
of the. USGS Water Resources Division in
Louisville.
The project is one of seven pilot studies in the
country. Knight said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API- Local 155 of the
Aluminum. Brick and Glass Workers International have gone on strike against the Reynolds
Metals Co.'s three plants in the Louisville area.
Local President Steve Stoll said the union had
been working since June 1 under a day-to-day extension of the old contract while union leaders
negotiated with the company
He said members voted to strike in a secret
ballot Saturday, supporting by a 3-1 margin the
negotiating committee's recommendation to reject the proposed contract.
The local represents 518 workers, and Stoll
said he expects about 200 members of other
unions in the three plants to honor its picket
lines, which went•up early Monday.
---LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API - Illegal coal mining
hi Kentucky is on the rise and the job of catching
miners is getting harder as they become better
organized and draw on the support of local
residents, state officials say.
Willard Stanley, commissioner of the state
Department of Mines and Minerals, said he
thinks most of the alleged illegal activity is occurring in soutlfeastern Kentucky.
He said he believes some illegal operators use
scouts parked along roads leading to their mines
to relay information about passing vehicles to
one another.
---GLASGOW. Ky.(API- Glasgow voters were
to decide for the second time in three years
whether to allow the sale of alcoholic beverages
in the Barren County seat.
The issue of alcohol is a hot one in this strongly
religious southcentral Kentucky community of
13,000.
---FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov. Martha
Layne Collins has left for Florida to visit with a
family member who is seriously ill, according to
a statement released by her office.
Press Secretary Barbara Hadley Smith declined to identify the individual except to say it is not
a member of the governor's immediate family.
Smith said it is not known when the governor
will return to Kentucky. Collins left Monday.
-NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP - The Army has
opened a regional headquarters in Nashville for
reserve units from Tennessee and Kentucky, officials said.
The headquarters of the 125th U.S. Army
Reserve, opened during a ribbon-cutting
ceremony Sunday, will have 70 full-time staff
members, said Gen. Dennis Jones, a plant
•
manager in Scottsboro, Ala.
•
Tennessee units formerly were grouped with
units from Georgia and Alabama, but he said the
area became too large. The new headquarters is
one of 19 regional-reserve canters across the
country.
---PLEASANT HILL, Ky. (AP) - Despite
business-tax increases that were enacted during
the 1986 General Assembly, the Prichard Committee on Academic Excellence contends that
the state revenue picture remains grim and called on Gov. Martha Layne Collins to appoint a
panel to study the situation.
The Prichard committee is a citizen's advocacy group and concentrates on education
issues; however, the group made its recomendation fearing there would be shortfalls in all public
*services.

SNAPPER
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A winner from MSU

Lisa Heussner, a speech communication major from Murray State University, smiles after being
crowned Miss Illinois in competition Saturday night in Elgin, Ill. Heussner, 21, of Pekin, 111.,
was
selected over 35 other contestants after competing in a talent contest, swimsuit and evening gown
competition and a seven-minute off-stage interview.

Butcher glad of trial location change
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.( Al'I - Financier
C.H. Butcher Jr. says
he's glad his trial on
fraud charges in the collapse of his Southern Industrial Banking Corp.
was shifted to Chattanooga from Knoxville
because of extensive
publicity. 9
The
District
Court trial began Monday with about 75 Potential jurors filling out a
detailed questionnaire
on their qualifications.
Another 100 people have
been summoned to court

Remington
to return to
fall lineup
BURBANK, Calif.
(AP) - NBC-TV will
revive the canceled
series "Remington
Steele" because its
ratings have improved
during summer reruns
and because viewers
have showered the network with protest let
ters, a spokesman say
The MTM Productions detective show will
be ready for broadcast
In November, though
there currently are no
*- slot s oieii in thc
schedule, said -the network spokesman, who
discussed the matter On
condition of anonymity.
The decision to revive
-"Remington Steele"
marks the second time
in recent history that
viewer protest has
helped put a canceled
series back on the air.
"Cagney and Lacey" on
CBS was revived after a
similar letter-writing
campaign.
The NBC spokesman
said "Remington
Steele- would return
with its original cast including Stephanie Zimbilist, Pierce Brosnan
and Doris Roberts

FREE GRASS CATCHER • NO DOWN PAYMENT • LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
.
- reat time to purchase America's °I
.-ers Choice in ti.etr engine riding
For a limited time. SNAPPER is offering
e 25"6HP Hi-Vac - Riding MOWN(Model
25065,for the fantast!c price of only S999 95
also receive a Single Bag Grass Catchel'
tely FREE with your purchase Combine
_ redible offer with r o down payment and
)
_-- nthly payments and you have a specSNAPPER value
•.

SNAPPER'S rugged 25"6HP Hi-Vac Riding
Mower features disc-drive and on-the-go
shifting through five forward speeds and
SNAPPPER's patented Hi-Vac system stands
grass up for a more even cut For added
safety and a smoother ride, our riders have a
patented automatic blade stop and smooth
start clutch'
Visit your SNAPPER dealer today and ask
about Snap Credit with no down payment
and low monthly payments

today to answer the fraud in connection With
written questions.
the operation of the loan
Lawyers from both and thrift company.
sides are expected to
Southern -Industrial.
screen the jury surveys which was part of ButWednesday and pro- cher's $1.5 billion finanspective panelists who cial empire that includaren't immediately ex- ed 22 banks in Tencused are to return nessee and Kentucjw,
Thursday for more went bankrupt in March
questions.
1983. Butcher was forcAttorneys hope,to seat ed into bankruptcy four
a panel by the enil of the months later.
week. _
. U.S. Magistrate
"I think I'll get a fair Robert P. Murrian
trial here." Butcher agreed to move the
said in an interview out- trial, saying Southern
side the courtroom. Industrial's collapse
"For three years "engendered strong
straight, there's been feelings and a lot of conpublicity in Knoxville." troversy" in Knoxville.
• Butcher, 48.- and CoSouthern Industrial
defendant James E. was not insured and
Steiner, 43, were in- regulators froze about
dicted Feb. 5 on 11 $52 million in investors'
counts of mail fraud, 10 money when it closed.
counts of wire fraud and
Butcher, who has
five counts of seeurities been in jail since the in-

Van Buren

Turnabout Is Fair Play
In Battle of Junk Mail
DEAR ABBY: For the benefit of
"Too Much Mail," and others who
want to know how to put a stop to
being the recipient of unsolicited
mail: punch five or six holes (use a
large pin) in the card to be returned.
The computer will reject it.
For years, my husband made
contributions to a political party.
After his death, I wrote "Deceased"
on the card and returned it. Solicitations continued to come.
A friend had the same experience
and passed the above information
on to me. It worked beautifully. The
rejected card was obviously read,
and my name removed from the
files. Sign me,
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE IN VA.
_etoti
•
•* •

It's asnap with

SNAPPER
- It

A division of Fuqua Industries

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.
Grand Rivers, Ky.

PICTURED
WITH FREE
GRASS CATCHER

ASPHALT
PAVING

Si 39.95

t
Snapw.cre
/\ dit

'
INAPOE111_

AS LOW AS

342

MOIMOI

2 YEAR UMITED
WARRANTY
HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON

ALL SEASONS
205 N. 4th

Lawn & Leisure
Murray

733-4110

'Streets
'Roadways
•Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
'Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah Lake City
Mayfield

1)KAR ABBY: You told "Too
Much Mail" that once her name is
"in the computer" she's automatically solicited, in which case her
only defense would be to ignore the
solicitation. Not true! Here's how I
handle junk mail: I just take those
postpaid envelopes and return
everything - including the
envelope!
It's lots of fun, and it forces the
sender to pay first-class extra
postage to get their own junk
returned!
A. BUHRER,
PORT CLINTON, OHIO

DEAR ABBY: Please advise "Too
Much Mail" to write "Refused Return to Sender" on the envelope
or package. The postal service will
'return it to "sender" and collect the
postage due. She will be removed
from the list. I've had my name
removed from lists this way.
HELEN SHEPHERD,
YOUNGSTOWN,OHIO
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have a good way
to get off mailing lists, or at least a
good share of them. Especially the
begging letters. If there is a U.S.
stamp on the return envelope, I cut
it off and use it. If it is a postageguaranteed envelope, I seal the
empty envelope, write my name on
the back, and mail it.
They'll get the message after a
while.
NO NAME IN
WEATHERFORD,TEXAS
•

•••

DEAR ABBY: You gave the
address for DMA's (Direct Marketing Association) Mail Preference
Service as a solution to reducing the
quantity of unsolicited mail.
I liked an alternative that I tried
with success with one organization.
If there is a return envelope with a
permit number to pay return postDEAR ABBY: I recently read the
age,just put something heavy in the
letter about the person receiving too
envelope.
much junk mail. Here is my solution
For those who want to know what
to the problem at the sender's
percentage of their coraribution
expense: Take the entire junk mail
actually goes to the beneficiary, and
contents, including the outside
how much goes for "admilnistraenvelope, tear it to shreds and mail
tion" and fund raising, write to: the
it back to them in their postpaid
Charities Division of the Council of
envelope.; Leave& your name and . Better•Business Bureaus,
‘iiddrees label in 09g piece so they'll
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22209.
know who it's from. They don't like
People have a right to know how_ tho-messl or pay•ing the-postagt. It - their money is spent:
- "
worked for met
SALLY HUNTER,
NANCY J. KELLEY,
ALEXANDRIA, VA.
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

rs15

•••

•••

11.4...01,01.11111MMIIIMINNIONINIIMMINOMNIMP1111101W

dictment because prosecutors consider him a
risk to flee the country,
said the custody has
been hard on his family.
"I don't think anyone
can say they like county
jail." he said. "But life
goes on."
Steiner. who was
SIBC president from
1979 until the bankruptcy, would not comment.
He has been free- tin a
$200,000 bond.
Among other things,
the indictment says Butcher and Steiner noticed
in 1979 that regulators
weren't paying attention, to Southern Industrial and started using the thrift as a "dumping ground- for bad
loans from Butcher's
banks and those of his
brother, bank felon Jake
Butcher.

By Abigail

95
Manufacturers Suggested UM Price
Model 25065 WhIt. Supplies Lash
(Prices May Vary From DIM+ Prep And Freight)

Associated Press
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Setting tile isn't as hard as it lookc,
Setting tile isn't nearly as difficult as some
people imagine. In the
case of ceramic tile, it's
easier than ever. Quick set adhesives, special
trim pieces and premixed grout enable do it
yourselfers to get professional re.sults.- with
ceramic tile.
For those unfamiliar
with setting tile, the Tile
Council of America, Inc.,
suggest starting small.
Consider a backsplash
for a kitchen countertop
or a floor in a small bath
or laundry room. Once
you have the experience
you can go on to larger
projects
Be Prepared
Before shopping, take
a snapshot or draw a
sketch of the area you

The attractive appearance of this bath is, in part, because of the handsome,
American-made ceramic tile on the wall and floor. Extremely durable and
easy to care for, today's ceramic tile is also easy to install.

Turpentine lightens fresh stain
By ANDY LANG
Al' Newsfeatures

modular construction.
Can you tell me
anything about it?
A. — In modular construction, most' parts of
the house are con- •
structed in some multiple of 4 inches. This

Q. — I recently stained some wood after taking off the old finish; I
then had to put the project aside for a week.
When I returned to it, I
decided the stain was
too dark. I tried rubbing
It with turpentine, which
I had read was the correct thing to do, but it
did not work. Is there
any other way I can
lighten the stain before I
apply the final coats?
. A. 7 You will have to
sand the.
'wood lightly..
Use a very fine grade of
sandpaper and work
carefully. Using turpentine to lighten the stain
works only if the stain is
not thoroughly dry.
Q. — I am replacing
the rung of a kitchen
chair. Does the old glue
have to .be removed or
can I apply the new glue
right over it?
A — By all means
remove the old glue.
Usually, it can be
scraped off without too
much trouble. If
necessary, you might
try loosening some of it,
with vinegar. If it appears the new rung
doesn't fit properly, mix
the new glue with some
sawdust.
Q. — In choosing in-siltation, is vermiculite
better ,than rock wool?
The insulation will be
used in an attic floor.
A. — Generally. rock
wool has a higher insulation value than
vermiculite.
Q. — We are looking
at houses and have run
into what is called

No%'s a good
time to spruce
up garage door

••••

With pleasant summer weather at hand,
why not take advantage
of the shance to spruce__
up the exterior of your
home, namely the often
forgotten garage door!
Before preparing the
surface to paint, give
some thought to the color scheme of the exterior of your home.
Choose a color that coordiantes with the color of
brick, wood or siding.
What color are the shutters. eaves, doors?. You
man even want to paint
the garage door two colors — using a contrasting or complementary color for the trim to
coordinate with the
overall appearance of
the Muse.
For your efforts to be
worthwhile and longlasting, the National
Paint and Coatings
Association suggests
you properly prepare
the surface for painting.
When painting a wooden
garage door that
already has a _coat of
paint, be sure to scrape
away_ peeling paint and
sand and prime the
areas. Take the time to
check any metal on the
dorr such as handles
and locks If possible. It
may be a good idea

that come in 4:inch
multiples. What usually
happens is that the
framework is assembled from modular dimensioned parts, but
that other products are
reworked to fit.

means all the prebuilt.
factory-manufactured
parts ran be assembled
with a minimum of cutting. A modular house
must he planned very
well, since it is difficult
to use only materials

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

72

-.

121183C1
G2191NMOUSI

plan to tile. Note its
dimensions and be ready
to answer any questions
the retailer may have
about the surface to be
tiled.
When choosing the product, remember that today's American-made
ceramic tile comes in a
wide range of colors,
shapes, sizes textures
and decorative motifs.
Choose the tile carefully
because it is designed to
last many years_ Don't
pick a color or style that
you may soon tire of.
Shop for Tile
To get a better idea slf
what's available, visit
the
showrooms
of
manufacturers, contractors, distributors or
dealers. They can be
found in the "Yellow
Pages" under "TileCeramic." Be sure to
buy the right product for
the job. Some tiles aren't
suitable for floors. for
example.
Also, make sure you
buy enough to finish the
job to insure that all the
tile is from the same production run and is
uniform in color.
Purchase Enough
Setting tile is the same
whether it's the floor,
walls. countertops or
anywhere else.Use a notched trowel to apply the
adhesive to a small area.
That leaves time -to correct mistakes before the
adhesive dries. With extra thick tile, spread
adhesive on each tile as
%veil as the surface being
tiled. Use a slight
twisting motion- and
press firmly into place.
Align the tiles so all
-joints are uniform and
straight. Clean excessive
adhesive off the face of
the tile right away.
At the edges of the sur-

face being tiled, mark
the tile where it is to be
cut, place the tile in position in the tile cutter. score it and break it off.
Practice with a couple of
tiles to get the knack.
Use tile nippers to shape
cuts around *pipes.
Smooth the edges with
carborundum stone.
After setting the tile.
wait 24 hours to grout.
Mix it according to
manufacturer':-.
instructions

A0

Ne a Trowel
chalk line, level. s4.Apply the grout with a
carbortindum
•
rubber - trowel
or scraper, sponge
squeegee. Spread the
cleaning cloths.
grout diagona Ily itcross
Tool% Available
the joints Wash t.x4 ess
The tile tulle; .
grout from the iacc 411 the
ed trowel or SCUD,
'_
tiles. When joints artand tile nipper firm. wipe the tiles clean
availablt- at ceran
with a _damp sponge
dealers
before_ polishing them
For more inforn..
with a.clean, dry cloth.
including a free
Most of the tools need"How to tile it youi
ed to set tile are pram bly
write the Tile cow
at hand They include ;1
America..
straightedge. tape rill.
Princeton. N..1

fi$

BONANZA
THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE --

CHURCHES

COMMERCIAL

GA PAGE

HORSE BARNS

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-637-2046

•

OR WRITE

J.C. Cates Construction
Rt. 1, West Paducah, Ky. 42086
502-443-8562
.. the brand that makes the difference.
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FLOOR

PLAN

LARGE SOUTH-FACING GLASS AREAS in this house allow
the winter sun to warm the main living areas and the master
bedroom. The greenhouse also traps the sun's heat, which flows
through the house when the sliding glass doors are open. Plan
HA1320H has 1,816 square feet. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Homes for
Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 11375.

Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
abLe to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

$400

per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Beat the Heat

Only $4

with a quality fan from
Wholesale Electric Supply

Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery

Over 300 fans in stock with
over 20 different fans on display

Pays for your six day per .week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Fans Starting
as low as

39,95

Register to win a
FREE

$
-*4
a

1

RCA

We have the new
Hallmark remote control
Fans in stock'

1999
Color Television

Light Fixtures
as taw as

The first 1000 subscribers to
apply for Daily Delivery are eligible
in a drawing to win a FREE 19"
RCA Color TV from Ward-Elkins.

7•95

Many Slwles Aradablio

Before You Buy. Check Our Quality & Price

Address

Box No

Wholesale Electric
Supply Compan
Y

City _,

State

206 E. Main

Murray

53-8194

Zip
For More Information Call 753-1916

P 0 Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

'41

• ..
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Miierray Ledger & Times
Despite having to forfeit a game

Jr. Babe Ruth team
wins district crown

4

The Murray-Calloway Murray-Calloway Coun- ing a knockout
punch
County Junior Babe ty the lead for good.
with a seven-run fourth.
Ruth All-Star team won
Murray-Calloway apSchwettman and
the District II - tourna- peared tO be Well On its .J6nes singled
in the five.
ment Monday in Cadiz. way to winning the tour- run fourth,
while Greg
edging Caldwell County nament Sunday after- Lassiter
doubled.
6-5.
noon, as it led Caldwell
Jones tripled in the
Murray -Calloway County 18-3 going into fifth. Jason
Sammons
County now moves on to the sixth inning.
and Bazzell singled.
the sub-state tourney in,.
In the sixth-hi:Meyer.
In a semi-final game
Bowling Green. It plays James Payne got
Saturday, MurrayBowling Green Friday caught in a rundown
Calloway- County beat
night.
between home and third Trigg County
15-7, getMonday. Scott Adams and collided with the
drove in three runs with catcher, who was in the ting four RBI from
a two-run double and a baseline. The umpire Payne and two RBI
sacrifice fly. Adams ruled that Payne from Lassiter, Sammons and Mike
went 2-for-2.
The Murray-Calloway County Junior Babe Ruth AU-Stars won son, Chris Hays, Mark Miller, Craig Schwettman, Hon
flagrantly pushed the Harrison.
Easley.
Bruce Thurmond was cat-Me-rand eje-Efed-hiTrn - -the-Bistrict-t-Ltournament-Monday night in Cadiz by defeating Greg Lassiter and Alan Bazzell; back row, I-r, manager Tim
Stick Turner was the
the winning pitcher, from the game.
('aldwell County 6-5. The all-stars now move on to the sub-state Harrison, Mike Harrison, Robert Jones, Bruce
winning pitcher. Thur.
Thurmond.
striking out eight in
tournament in Bowling Green Friday. They play Bowling James Payne, Stick Turner. Jason Sammons, Scott Adams
Murray -Calloway mond got a save.
seven innings. None of County coaches Tim
Green. Team members are, front row, left to right. Eric Gib- and coach Steve Sammons.
Schwettman went
the runs Caldwell Coun- Haryison and Steve
ty scored on Thurmond Sammons had already 2-for-3. with a double.
was earned.
used all of the Harrison and Bazzell
Murray -Calloway substitutes. so Murray- both hit two singles.
The members of the
County trailed 2-0 after Calloway County was Easley doubled.
Kentucky League A Friday, Murray two innings, but tied the forced to forfeit the
Team All-Stars are,
Calloway County nipped
score with two runs in game.
front row, left to right,
the third.
. Singles by Robert Caldwell County 7-6.
Sean Waller,- Ryan
Craig Schwettman Jones, Alan Bazzell and
Bazzell went 2-for-2
Vanover, Casey
had a RBI-single in the Don Easley plated five and drove in
two runs.
McNutt, Wesley
third. Adams sacrifice runs in the first inning.
Sammons. Adams and
Latimer, Mitchell Mcfly drove in the other
Murray -Calloway Schwettman had
Clain. Shane Schroader
run.
County extended its lead singles. Lassiter doubland Clay Bolin; back
Two-run doubles by in the third on a double ed and was the winning
row. 1-r, coach Richard
Adams and Thurmond by Adams and a single pitcher, fanning
eight.
Vanover, Adam
in- the fourth gave by Jones. before throw - Thurmond had
a save.
Grogan, Jeremy
Latimer, Adam Furgerson, Steve Malt's.
Jonathan Reid, Wesley
Cogdell. coach Tommy
Reid and Chad
Caldwell. -1111Te.^ntt-stars.
had their district game
with Marshall County
rained out last night.
They are scheduled to
By M.C..Garrott
third-place winner with vitational - Tournament
play Marshall County
Homej; Branch is the 181,- and four strokes on July 26 and 27
and for
again tonight.
1986 medal play golf behind in fourth place which entires
are still
champion at the Murray was Darold, Keller with being taken. The
entry
Country 'Club.
185.
fee. is $40 and golfers
Branch. who operates
In the seniors' cham- wishing to enter should
the Credit Bureau of pionship division, held contact either
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E. E. E.E.E.E.E.E.E.VEEEE.E.E.
Johnny
Murray. Inc., on Maple this 'year for the first Gingles or Sam Jones
01
Street, posted a five- time. Sam Spiceland
over-par .149 for -the was the winner With 171.
Seven members of the Murray-Calloway Coun36-hole, two-day event to three strokes in front of
01
ty Senior Babe Ruth squad have been selected
win the championship Nowell Bingham. the
for the Lakeland District All-Star team.
flight by a single stroke
minister at the 'First
Ed Hendon, Mark West, Chuck Adams, Greg
over E.L. (Red ) Howe, United Methodist
Futrell, Chris Padgett, Jay Watson and Mike
01
Jr., local accountant.
Church.
Garland were named to the squad by coach Mark
At the end of the first
Tied for third in the
Miller.
18 holes. played Satur- flight were Dick Orr and
Miller said they were chosen because they
day, the two were tied Don Robinson with 175s.
were Murray-Calloway County's top vote-getters
with three-over-par 75s • Although he did not
in the balloting for the all-star team.
before Branch emerged finish among the top
if4
Mg—r
Also selected to the team were Greg Thompas the medalist by the four in the flight, Jim
son, Ricky Denfip and Jeff Byars of Marshall
one stroke with a two- Berry was the low net
gh,••
County and Doug "Catfish" Hunter. Rob Carter,
over-par 74 in Sunday's winner with4.6._
sop•
en
Jim Puckett, Will Hayden and Kent Mathis of
The Bank of Murray
play.
Sixty-one players parMayfield. Livingston County had three team
raised
its record to 13-0
Three
strokes
off
the
ticipated
in
the
tournal
VieVe
g
members named to the team.
pace and in third place
stooWl'
ment, which forms the Monday by edging the
4C*5
ti
Murray-Calloway County. Marshall County,
10
was dentist Burton basis upon_ which pair- Dream Team 7-6 in the
GO'
LOaded
Mayfield
and Livingston County are the four
Young with 152. while ings are made for the Upper Division Girls'
'
go
s
(P
10
teams that make up the Lakeland District.
Larry Robinson finished
" 41
men's annual match Softball League double
Murray-Calloway County won the district tour154.
play tournament, star- elimination
0
1
%4.
nament last weekend, making Miller the head
10
Burton was declared ting within the next few tournament.
•rix
/few
coach of the all-star team.
By going undefeated,
the low net winner after weeks.
_
a
j
,
oi
c
The Lakeland All-Stars received an automatic
the
Bank of Murray won
handicap
his
was
subTournamen
t
Chair70.,
G000,
bid to the state tournament because they are
? A ,"719 h
tracted from his gross man Bill Holt has urged the regular season title.
s
9?
°t1
Se/ec ..' "'Oa '
representing the host district of the tourney.
In other tournament
Tnk•
score to give him a 138.
h
all four winners in each
,) 8
Ou
lip
The Lakeland All-Stars play in the state tourIbo
0
1
0
, 7
flight to be present games Monday, the
- frail
Lame Balmer was the
7_ !
Ira
f osect e to se
// 4-41-4.0,0
nament at Murray State University's Reagan
Thursday night. July 17. Dream Team defeated
first flight winner with.
'
Tea/ D ll ii, /
Field on Friday, July 25. at 5:30 p.m. They play
el° A illith
,9‘
,
2 7.
the club's monthly the Swifties 13-3 and
at
r?ealf air
44,
4. 7.
identical rounds of 79 for
-0,0reCiale
Clia,
the District I winners.
.
of
Stag Night as the medal Allison Photography
-11),.
eV •
158, one stroke in front
Co
(./
''''
play prizes will be nipped the Royals 17-16
I `.3/
_ Craft iv
41131/e
•Yorp
of Howard Steely, whose
in eight innings.
Or
1/0
awarded
at that time.
1983
rr
'
'Irlip
)
.
i4, itti .?,.., 7
net score of 135 was the
p.
- 7,SkCynthia Garland went
lowest of the day.
Chad Stewart is the
4 t, /-1(../r?1134
For all your Travel Reservations Call
a''?o '9°
?,...7 Cii. 1.1._sti
2,
-for-3,
with a triple, for
st
Rick
Jones.
the Stag Night chairman..
f?'
( of 177
_a
1::)_
er if
r
'slhat C/€,Dmiiiii
flight's first day's and .he is being assisted the- Bank of Murray
S eh
aekeect
leader with 75. slipped by Clyde Adkins. Tim Monday. Tracey Higefrera/
I fiShing
to an 85 Sunday for a 160 Miller and Rick Miller. gins doubled. Stephani
s
ee
/gs
attouts
9?$. 6.' G00
10
total and-a-tie with Pete Those attending will Barnett was the winning
.15 ' ta
„Haywood. for third cook theis jawn steaks __pitcher.
bvithOof gihni
565 tr
(i•
place
Stacey Williams .and
'
,9 at- s
oilso.
12-ounce ribeyes - with
'110/,'
-ts CI)ea
POST°°"
01
9
_
the charge for thewdin- Kelli Banks went 2-for-3
than 1
Jerry
less
McCallon
won
used
for the Dream Team.
being $6 per plate.
Fiote-Bote,
Like new
both low gross and low ner
representing
Mattis
Melissa Thurmond
1983
fiytirnes1
net
in
nice
the
second
American and International Traveltime
flight.
All men of the club doubled.
tot) real
aufinishing with 169. 'Or 11 and their guests are in24 `. arrangernent Camtper
Connie Ross homered
strokes in front of vited to be present.
niture
eaJOguard
and tripled for the
01
encosure Coast
second -place finisher
The
next
major
tour10
,x,',n
Dream Team against
ater ¶eadv
Hal Kemp's 180.
nament at the club will
Cied
$10,500.
the Swifties. She also
obpOwer ' •
Rob
Miller
tOp
was
the
be
its
27th
Murray
Inna'd
01
MerCruiser nice
was the winning pitcher.

Branch nips Howe
in local tournament

•

HELP

7 are All-Stars

Bank
team
claims
title

vlith
'trade'

te,..,,,

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

CrUiSer.0%ID.

In

$5.909-

•

Three other
55,500.
In

140

sale.
1979 Riviera
Cs quick
Reduced to $5,900
S500 gets it!
rOugr First
tube
steel
Riveria Cruiser
27 ft.
banOpy, 1981
w+Stereo new
ft
28
Cruiser
go' Riduod
water ready to
1980 Rtveria
4,p0vver tilt In
p
Johnson 7 n
boats. S3,500.
ifibOardloutboard pontoon

$3,900,

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

.41

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ al 49

A Few Select Demos (in water) At
Greatly Reduced Prices!!!

HAPPY
to
es
Cop

Donnis Stogner went
2-for-2 for the Swifties.
Mary Ann Todd went
1-for-2 and scored a run.

See Our Selection of New Pontoon Boats.

The McClure's

01

1986 TC .31403 One Ton C&C 6.2
Diesel, A/T-, P.S., Dual Rear Wheels.
A/C, AM1FM Radio.

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Dining•Only

HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.

Lutoted 1

Misti Holcomb cracked
two doubles. Julie
Bazzell went 3-for-3.

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.

rn.. from murroy on Hwy. 94 Eost

753-61 16
44)14)

U.S. 641 South
753-1372

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
this well et home tor this price.

You con'f est

Paula Morton and
Stephanie Vanover both
went 4-for-5 for Allison
Photography. r Amy
Ford went 3-for-5, with
two doubles, and was
• the winning pitcher.
Yam Bucy tripled.
Jennifer Hamilton
-h-Pate-reci
vre nt
3-for-5 for the Royals.
Aimee Ford went
‘3-for-erv.',ith a double.
Christy Clayton singled
and drove in two runs.
The tournament con(("ont'd on page 1?)

THE Mt KRA'S LEDGER & TIMES

Tourney
being
held at
city park

TUESDA I", JUIN 15, 1966

SCOREBOARD
For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

(Coord from page 8)
tinues tonight and
Wednesday.
The regular season
ended on July 2 with the
Bank of Murray beating
the Dream Team 13-6,
the Royals downing the
Dream Team 12-11 and
Allison Photography
beating the Royals 21-8.
Barnett went 4-for-4,
with a triple, for the
Bank of Murray. She
also was the winning pitcher. Yolonda Greenfield went 3-for-4 and
scored three runs. Ann
Greenfield and Garland
went 2-for-4.
Thurmond doubled
and went 3-for-3 for the
Dream Team (4-81.
Williams went 2-for-4.
Ford wept 3-for-3 and
Leslie Loberger went
2-for--2 for the Royals
erger was the
winning pitcher. Lauri.
Perrin went 2-for-3.
Nora Garland went
3-for-3 and Williams
went 2-for-3, with a double, for the Dream
Team.

Slate Farm
Insw•nC IP Campo
,
,
Home 0114C•
1140o4•444.43143n 1414410444

•110
4#
41roms
.

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Chrivon
W
•I.•strin
ytork
9-4,1,4041
14,0414449,
! , 9.441444
,

• Anomie

West Dryisio•

I

Pct
i.41

GB

i9
I.
1,
17

West DiviSiOn _
4.
17

• •hi. age,

41
454
it•

5:9
1•54
177

Saturday s Udine,
:
1i

.1...1\

r

1,

1...1,11.1

I,
44

Sunday s Game,

eeltle
t.linnesote

Tennis tourney winners
Five Murray tennis players came home from the
Owensboro National Bank Junior Championship
last week with first-place trophies. Above,left to
riglit, are Jon Mark Hall, who teamed with Mike
Adams of Benton to win the les division doubles
title; Kelly Haskins, who teamed with Ellen
Hogancamp of Murray to win the les doubles title; Hogancamp, who teamed 'with Haskins to
win the doubles title and who played in the championship match of the les consolation round and
Amy Haskins, who won the 14s singles title and,
with Lana Allcock of Paducah,the 14s doubles title. Lett, Rebecca Hoke teamed with Renea
Cates to win the 12s doubles crown.

P.3. Chadwick paced
Allison Photography's
attack, going 5-for4
with a double. Angie
Miller went 3-for-4 and
doubled. Ford went
3-for-4 and was the winning pitcher. Vanover
homered. Allison
Photography finished at
8-4.

kland .
Saturday s CsaineS
Boston 1 California
lab land 5 Torontil .1
Kansas CO 7 I irtroil 4
Texas I I 'let:eland it
4 949 ,ag44 Ii .149:11111441.•
N.-V. Via k
%I Innesota 4.
-wattle 15 Miluetrkee
Sunday's Games
telilornie 12 ito,lon
Texas 5 el,.4-1:4914/ .! igAtlfluie
I hiktallit 11. Tirp.nt.
Minnesota IS Neu Y•irk
CM.ago 7 Fieltiniore 55
Detroit 5 Kan:N.1,1'1R 1.
Milueukee
Seatile 11

Monday s Games
Tuesday s Game
.•
• •
•
Wednesday s Games
Thursday s Game,
—t-17.41T.. .5' `.1
i
4.4- ‘r 49 - 4•
N.1.'s.,,. .51 II -

Monday's Games
No games st•hedulen

TRANSACTIONS

Tuesday's Game
All Star I ;eine at Houston. ,
Wednesdays Games
genies
hedolel
Thursdays Games
('his ago et Neu York • n
Texas at I ietroit In
Minnesota Al Baltimore
Cleveland at Kansas etit.
n
Boston .t1 4.•ettle In .
Toronto al I alitornie • 11'
mit genies s. hertuleit
— — —
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East °IMMO
Neu York
59
Montreal
t•
lliiIadelpiss.s
Cho egi•

BA5E,bA,.
American
usI iETBI..ilT
s•igs,
John Vai...ella piltraer io
'
NatiOna,

25

..

Holly Cherry and
Loberger went 2-for-3
for the Royals.

•

702 —
545 13
494 17,
,
429 23.•
419 24

t•-•

FOOTBALL
National Football League
It Fir , •••••
. • ..•1 ii•
1114•44,44 111,
NFA1
• •
•••
'`• ST

IA

:s

•

•j

% ••

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

.Cardinals sign Mitchell
ST. LOUIS(API — St.
Louis Cardinals running
back Stump Mitchell
says he has backed
away froni• a proposed
deal with the' Arizona
Outlaws of the United
States Football League
and will sign a new
three-year pact with the
Cardinals.
"I have a great feeling inside," Mitchell
said Monday night. I'm
glad to be staying with
the Cardinals, because
that's where my heart
is. and I never wanted to
leave. Tell the guys at
training camp that I'm
on my way."
Mitchell said he expected to join the team
at Eastern Illinois
- University—tater—in -the—
week after signing today in St. Louis.
And Mitchell said
there will be no more
last:minute changes of
mind.
"This is it, I promise," Mitchell said.

Officials said Mitchell Lewis,"and I asked Bob
agreed orally Monday if there was any way.
night to a three-year,' possible we could still
$1.2 million deal with keep Stump in St. •
the Cardinals.
Louis."
• The contract would
Wallace called back
make him the fourth- Monday night with a
highest paid St. Louis new proposal and Mitplayer, behind only chell decided to accept
quarterback Neil it.
Lomax, linebacker E.J.
Meanwhile, back at
Junior and wide
training camp,.Lomax
receiver Roy Green.
Only a clay earlier. and Green were
Mitchell had agreed in scheduled to take part in
principle to a three- their first practices toyear, $1.5 million con- day after taking their
tract with the Outlaws. physicals in St. Louis
He flew to Phoenix Mon- Monday along with the
day morning, ostensibly other quarterbacks and
to connsumate the deal. receivers.
But Mitchell's agent.
The Cardinals said
Harold Lewis, said that two more draft choices
at the last minute. he have signed contrac
ts.
was aware-tharMitehOF Defensive end Jeff
Tupwas not happy with the per, the team's fifthmove. He said he left the round pick out
of
office of Outlaws presi- Oklahoma, and offendent and called Car- sive lineman
Ray
dinals attorney Bob Brown, the eight-r
ound
Wallace.
choice from Arkansas
"Stump's heart just State, agreed to terms
wasn't in it." said on Monday.
•Freezes Coicler-ocsrcian Ce Wil h Nic)
• 1 75
Wate—,%•ess!

like never before...

WITH THESE FOOD BUYS,
We Now Have Pond Raised
Fresh Frozen

Catfish Fiddlers
100% Quarter Pounders
14 Lb Box

Ground Beef
Patties
$

8
"

Lb
Choice Sides 225 lb. 300 lb.
No Charge foe Cutting,
Wrapping or Freezing

Beef
$ 1 25

Field's

\'1,1
• C

5 GALLON

Wieners
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79
Frosty Acres Fresh Frozen Vegetables
99
Baby Limas
20 Lb. $ 18
Purple Hull Peas
20 Lb. $ 699
Blackeyed Peas
20 Lb $ 1799
Lb $ 1

INDUSTRIALCOOLER
THE
H .-\r1
S TOL:6
TC LAT A
01:2h

•Avo.
'
•s, •
•L-cra

C \N;

II

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

.Gibson Ham Co.

SUPRLY gr'ONIPANY

Phone 753-'1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
.
We Accept
107 N 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Eederal Inspected Meat Mcirket In Murray

•

••

•
I. S.

arbrough named dean
at Tennessee college
Dr Stephen Yarbrough. 45. has been
named dean of technical
education at Walters
State Community College; Morristown, Tenn.
Yarbrough came to
Murray in 1967 as a
stockbroker with the I.
M. Simon Co. In 1977 he

Yarbrough
pined Murray State
1'niversity as director of
its TRIO project. a
federally funded education-program for disadvantaged students.
returned to
Auburn University
where he received his
doctorate in adult
education in 1983. He

then returned to MSU
Where he joined the office of training services.
In that position, he was
responsible for delivery
of vocational curriculutri design projects.
At Walters State. a
two-year college with an
enrollment of about
4,000. Yarbrough will
direct the career
technology programs.
"Dr. Yarbrough has
excellent credentials in
technical education."
Dr. Jack Campbell.
president of Walters
State. said. "He has had
significant administrative and
managerial experience
in industrial and
technical education and
training programs.
Yarbrough earned his
undergraduate detree
from the University of
Illinois and his MBA
from Murray State,
In addition to • his
years in education and
with the local stock
brokerage. he directed
installation and
maintenance of navigation aids on offshore
structures for the oil
and gas industry and cofounded a computer
timesharing firm.

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed Proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at the
Office of the Board, Calloway County, Kentucky until 1:00 p.m. July 24, 1986 for the
furnishing of labor, materials, services and
equipment required to construct 1986 Addition to Calloway County High School and
1986 Addition to Calloway County Middle
School, Calloway County, Kentucky. At the
appointed time and place all proposals will
be publicly opened and read.
Proposals will be received for the construction of 1986 Addition to Calloway County
High School,for the construction of 1986 Addition to Calloway County Middle School
and for the construction of both of the above
projects.
Two copies of bidding documents may be
obtained from the Architects, Gingles and
Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee by depositing a check
made payable to Oingles and Harms in the
amount of $100.00 for addition to Calloway
County High School and $100.00 for Addition
to Calloway County Middle School. The
deposit will be returned to all plan holders
who return the bidding documents in good
condition within 10 daxs after opening of
bids.
The successful bidder will be required to
furnish performance and payment bond for
the full amount of the contract.
Any bid received after the time set for opening bids will be returned, unopened, to the
bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set for
opening bids, for a period of sixty days.

Exploding an kills eight
MADRID. Spain Al)
- A van rigged as a
shrapnel bomb was
detonated by remote
control Monday as a
busload of civil guards
passed. killing eight
guards and wounding 44
people. including-- 12
civilians. officials
repOrted.
No group claithed
responSibility, but the
governing Socialist Party blamed, the explosion
• on "ETA .assassins.'.:._
• The Basque- separatist
group ETA has carried
out many similar at- -'37 FJUNP OUT
_,:','ETi4i146, 51R-TI4AT
5,.• - A BOYS' CAMP
355 TI4E LAKE. ITS.
A SURVIVAL CAMP'.

tacks on military and
police targets, the most
recent a car bombing
April 25 that killed five
paramilitary civil
guards.
Twisted metal.
mangled cars and
shards, of glass littered
Dominican Republic
Square in a fashionable
residential district
about three miles tverrh
the center of the capital.
The bomb exploded. at
- 7.:48 a.m., shattering
windows around the.
lquare and damaging
street-level shops.
THEY TEACH KI25 POW
TO EAT 5065 ANP CROSS
A RIVER ON A ROPE...

L

The Owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
OF EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

Management Trainee
Immediate Opening
Large international financial corporation is
currently expanding in the Western Ky.
area. This expansion offers an outstanding
opportunity to an outgoing, responsible,
individual looking for a career in sales
management. This entry level position offers advancement, unlimited earnings and
financial security.
For interview call 1-800-432-7221

legal

1

2

Advertisement
For Bids
Finance And
Administration
Cabinet
Commonwealth of
Kentuck
Sealed Bids will be
received on the following listed projects, at
the designated hour
and date, by the Division of Contracting &.
Administration,
Department
for
Facilities Management. Room 0145,
New Capitol Annex
Building,
Office
Frankfort, KY. 40601.
Invitation No.,
Project Description
State Agency
2:00 p.m.. E.D.T.
ES-71-86, Thursday,
1986,
30.
July
Tunnel
Drainage
Murray
Repairs,
University,
State
Murray. KY., Murray
State University.
2:00 p.m., E.D.T.
ES-65-87. Thursday,
July 31. 1986, Wrather
Hall Waterproofing,
Murray State University. Murray. KY..
State
Murray
University.
2:00 p.m. E.D.T.
ES-72-87. Wednesday,
August 6, 1986, House
at Biology Station.
Foundation & Sewer
Line, Murray State
University, Murray.
KY.. Murray State
University.
For Additional InforBid
And
mation
Call
Documents
502)564-3050.
Signed:
B.B. Strange. Jr..
Director
Contracting &
Administration
No. t

Notice

2

Monroe Matic
Heavy Duty
Shocks

1986 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the PartA deductible and
co -payment
amounts. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you will have to
pay the first $492.00
before Medicare
pays anything. For
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
F rye

$1499

•Installed

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
1417 W. Main 753-2593
ATTENTION
CAMPERS- Lake
Barkley. waterfront,
full hookups, swimming
pool, miniature golf.
boat ramps. tennis
courts. Nightly, weekly
or monthly rates. Call
for reservations 1-800626-3914 or 502-362-8652.
GLASS work, glass
repair and replacement
work for cars and
trucks, homes and
businesses. Repair
storm windows. Screens
replaced, window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, store fronts.
mirror and glass table
tops. M&G Complete
Glass Co.. Dixieland
Center, Ph. 753-0180.
PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great..._
So give us a call. We '
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.
PEGGY'S PLACE will
be open on SUNDAY
during the month of
JULY ONLY from
11:30-6. For the best
fried chicken 8z sandwiches on homemade
bread in the area. 32
flavors of ice cream.
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-8.
Sat. 10-6. Sun. 11:30-6.
Dixieland Shopping
Center 753-3604.

al claim ewe% e

WANTED: crafts on
consignment for
Country Crafts at the
New Wonder Waters at
Gilbertsville. Opens
Wed., July 16th. For
more information call
362-9091.

1981
Datsun 510
Wagon
C
Ca
5,
753-deo
BALLOONS- we
deliver- Faye's. 514
Main. 753-7743.

FOR SALE
Sawmill slabs,
perfect for tobacco firing. $5.00
per bundle. 3
bundles will make
a BIG truck load.
Call before coming
to make sure there
will be someone to
load you.
Robert Cantrell
Palmersville, Tenn.
901-822-3685

i c e

VISA-Mastercard! Get
your card today. No one
refused. Call irefuhda:
blei 1-518-459-3546 • Ext
C-827 for info. 24 Hrs.

Notice

KNOW...

Mayfield. Ky. 247
:
6762.
Diamonds, black hills •
gold, •14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We guarantee it." Jimmy

HELP wanted to cut
tobacco-. •Planning to
start week of July 28Aug. 1st. Mark Paschall
753-4802, 753-5265, -

Cold Nugget, west
sid.e of square,

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

..
JUST AATE
GOING TO THEFUE)LIC 6W AMIN&
FOOL

6. Help Wanted
3000 CO% ERNMEN7
jobslist.
216.040-S59.230/yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-7777.
IMMEDIATE positiontsi available for
tree climberi si and
timber fellerlsi. Steady
work, good pay, fringe
benefits to qualified
person(sl with proven
experience. Call 7530338.

r- SNIFF. I M ALLERGIC TO
50mETHiNG AROUND HERE.
1-ViterNVER tfDOGS?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
I/

3'7M 74 V 'r S

1'1-'6 A
.MANS
WORLD

\

THEY GET ALL
-rHe GRAVY. WE
DO THE DISHES

THEY CALL
THE SHOTS,_
WE CLEAN UP
THE SHELLS

WHAT ARe
YOU DONS,
LOUISE?

PUTTING ON
MY LIPS AND
MY L I

1 A Fitzgerald
5 Policeman:
slang
8 Cut
12 Wander
13 Anglo-Saxon
money
14 DaniSh iSland
15 Pinched
17 Frolicked
19 Part of fish

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

Sea

line
20 Curtains
21 Hawaiian
wreaths
23 Mexican
laborer
24 Foottike -part
26 Essence
28 Antlered

animal
O-1ANCES ARE,71-05
•S4A5 TWE PL.ACE

HE SAiD "r0 WATCH Ou-r
FOR ONE HOUSE IN
PARTICLA•Aja

31 Sun god
32 Broadcast
33 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
1

3

2

5

4

6

7

10

11

17

III
20

22
26

25

ALAIOT
THERE:'
I<Y CALLING',

9

14

16

21

all
34

SKY CALLING...•!

•

13

19

50WD Of ME WATERFACL„
/.,'/PEN ENTRAACE 70
THE MY,TNall RAKE

jacket: pl.
4 Sufficient
5 Food fish
6 Gold: Her.
7 Equality
8 Minor role

1 Sea eagles
2 Cut of meat

15

24

3 Part of

DOWN

12UU

//EAR no map woos_

POPEl SCAT
CAPP
MALE MILEA
EARN
LOAFERS
GRETA
LAOS
SETTLE
ION
YE
SEER
S
AD
SPRING
ERN
STY
TEASE
_TOT
TOE
TUSSLE
AS
11H EILAPS
DAB
.
TESTER..
A t4.41.R
OTTER
SI EVERAL 111
HERO
ALLY
IRE
EDIT
NEST
-AES

islander
43 Poker stakes
45 Strong wire
rope
48 Looked
intently
50 Tolled
51 Hindu
garment
52 Wine cup
54 Be borrik
55 Gaelic f
56 Male
57 Baseball's
Musial

11
39 40

27 .
5
32

II

28 IIIIII
33

41

II MS•
III

Mill

NI

Id
rd •

night.

Thompson Jeweler

silver, between White
Beach & Kenlake
Marina. 753-1456 days or
753-0507 nights

34 Japanese
outcast
36 Food
programs
38 Secret agent
Author
41
39Aouuthtoh
s

:71

753-9378 Monday-Friday

THE

POOR CHUCK..1 CAN JUST
IMAGINE HIM,TRYIN6
TO CROSS A RIVER ON
A ROPE.. I WONDER
HOW HE'S DOING .

ACROSS

3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslist.
t16.040-$59.230i yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-7777.
ANNOUNCER/
PRODUCER for 100.000
watt National Public
Radio affiliate in Western Ky. Will host
morning news show as
well as classical programs. Will train and
coordinate student &
volunteer announcers.
Bachelor's degree.
strong announcing.
writing & production
skills required. Salary
to 115.000. Closing date
August 15th Or until
filled. Send resume.
writing samples, audition tape, references to:
Margaret Hunt. Chair,
Announcer Search, Box
2018 University Station,
Murray. Ky. 42071.
Murray State Univers-.
ity is an Equal Oppor-.
tunityl Affirmative
Action employer.
DO you need a job and
hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
and placement. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
School diploma and
have been out of scho
-OT
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
22. Call us at JTPA
8a.m.-1p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLI
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
E XPERIENCED
babysitter needed. References. Call 759-1667
after 3:30p.m.
EXPERIENCED Upholsterer capable of
doing. vinyl tops.
headliners & 'auto trim
work. Pay commensurate with experience_
Call 901-644-9840 day or

5 Lost and Found
LOST water ski
EXTR7-LTD, black &

IT'S 1-K3T
TODAY
Oil I-1AT El_gE
1E)THERE
TO DO

6. Help Wanted

WIN

II

9 Grumble
10 City in Russia
11 Seed
containers
16 Lamb's pen
name
18 Above
22 Blemish
23 Separates
24 Prefix: before
25 Dine
27 Stalemate
29 Cut off
30 Reef
35 Changes
36 Portion of
medicine
37 Of this kind
38 Surrender
40 Uncanny
42 Dens
43 Part of N
church
44 Approach
46 Mother of
Castor and
PoHui
47 Paradise
49 Obstruct
50 Container
53 Mother

SALES
PLAN A CAREER WITH
WALTERS BUILDINGS
Sales representative
needed for this area.
Salary plus commission, car. expenses,
benefits and opportunity for advancement.
Sales
background required.
Send resume to:
WALTERS BUILDINGS
Box 213
Chaffee, Mo. 63740

LOOKING for responsible. motivated
cosmetologist, some
clientele required. Low
rent rates available.
Some benefits. Excellent business opportunity for motivated individual. Send resumeP 0. Box 1040-K.
Murray. Ky.
NEEDED- experienced
body man. Apply in
person at Carroll
Volkswagon. 800
Chestnut, Murray. Kr
Dr's
NURSE wanted- for‘
office: 32 hours per
week with benefits.
Duties to include vital
signs. venipunctures.
general office work.
medical transcription.
insurance. Previous office experience
preferred but will train
qualified person with
typing skills. Persons
willing to take responsibility and with
initiative need only
apply. Send resumes to
P.O. Box 1040-N.
Murray, Ky.
PART time salesperson
needed for local optical
company. Position
would inciiide_._,on floor
selling & . light
bookkeeping. Person
desired must have enthusiasm & outgoing
personality. Call for
appointment 753-0422.WANTED: .someone to
live in home and stay
with elderly lady. Must
be efficient and dependable --Reference-srequired. 753-2719.

WE are presently 'seeking qualified applicants
for an accounting position. Applicant must
have a BS in either
Business Administration or Accounting and a
minimum of 3 years
working experience in
related field. We offer
an excellent compensation package which
includes salary and our
fringe benefit package.
Send resume to:
Paschall Truck Lines.
Inc., Route 4. Murray.
KY 42071. Attn: Linda
Waugh.

•

9. Situation Wanted
MOTHER & daughter
would like to clean
house. Call anytime
.759-1521
11

Instruction

HEALTH Training
Program Learn to be
healthy 'Call 1502/ 753
6245 The Center tor
Biological Health

4.. •

52 ill
ill
55

ill

ill

II

.

14.Want to Buy
WANt to buy
Call 753-8411

moped

•

TI lESIJAV, JULV

CLASSIFIEDS

lt!

15 Articles for Sale
24
Miscellaneous
CALORIC gas range
combination convection NEW & used truck tires.
& microwave oven. Call 753-1372 TTB ask
$500. Call 436.5850.
for Bob. All sizes and all
REFRI CiERATOR, brands.
Frigidaire, good condi. NICE upright piano:
hon. yellow. $150 Call gold hide -a-bed sofa.
759-1590.
Call 753-6583.
TAPPAN double oven PROTECT your Inrange. avocado, excel. vestment put a rubber
lent condition. $250 Call bed mat in your new
753-2513.
pick-up truck. Stokes
1%AM-1ER-dryer. sears Tractor 753-1319.
Whirlpool
2 years WE have good clean 55
old. excellent condition. gal. drums. $6 each. AG
$400 Call 759-1590
Brokers. Industrial Rd.
,53-4533.
16. Home Furnishings

30

Business

Rentals

38. Pets Supplies

AVAILABLE Sept
1.
1986- 4080 square It.
building which can be
rented as 1. 2 or 3
separate buildings
Each with entrance and
front window, bathroom. central heat &
air. paneled walls, extra spot lights & 'fully
insulated. $395 per section. Former location of
Green Door- Dixieland
Center, on Chestnut.
adjacent to MSU Campus. Call 753-3015

FREE to good honie
Alaskan Husky. 2 years
old. Ov.mer going into
the Service ran not
keep 753-4921

IS. 1988
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
46

Homes for

49

Sale

Used

Cars

LA ROE bedrooms
neVl carpet. redecorated 4113 5 10th
St Call 759-4620 Moving
must sell
% BEDROOM house east
of Murray
I)%trier
transferred
Must sell
Mid-20's Call 443-99611
after fip ni
'3 BR. 2 bath, central
heat ar air, brick house
on a well shaded 3 4
acre lot. Close to Niirth
Elementary
$43.0o0
Call 753-7,71i for an
appointment
CEDAR LOG HOMES
Northern white cedar
No rot, no bugs You
build or we build
90 1 644 9052 Brenda
Munson.
NEED...to sell im
mediately to settle es
tate, nice three, bed
room brick house at 700
Meadow Lane
Make
offer. 753 5901
REDUCED for quick
Sale 2 beproorn brick
house. newly deCorated.
629 S. 4th St Priced in
the low 30's. Call 753
6617 or 753 5200.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
2- bath brick home on 15
acres
miles east of
Murr
S84.500 Phone
136 5574

53

Services

Offered

53

Services Offered

Services

53

Offered

co Gol.GE Charger FENCE
sales at Sears ODD lot, spco ialist.
ao plumbing, *
A
RI'. sharp $3901, Call now Call Sears 753 2310 ceiling fans I-Iertric at.
heat fly, air cond ,
759-175o
for free estimate for plumbing fen( -rig You
painting, carpentry &
9 1,1 it\ T F.
r 0
your needs
name it I CIO it You
roofing Also, haul stuff
$240o ('all 436 2977
GENERAL
011 .I
instalt
You & clean up Free est
MALE Siamese kitten.
P,OLET Cita
oreas, I l's Call 436
REPAIR
15 years cc
753 960010- weeks old
Call
lion
4 (100
perience
Carpentr y, 2868 evenings
do tree removal
VV;
435-4215.
A T
u rui-c'
S
concrete. plumning
PAINTING
Paper
anti
topping, painting
REGISTERED black
II. excellent condi
roofing, siding NO JOB
!
J
rhanging. r ornrneric
barns, grain bins &
Lab puppies- males $541,
lion $1475 753.3115 or TO SMALL
Free es
residential. Free es
houses . Also do electri .
female $35 iluaran753-5756 after 5p ni
rimates. References 25
tirnates Days 753 6973
rai work Call 753 5484
teed. Benton 1.354-5714
GOOD FA1111.Y CAR
nights 474 2276
years exper,fREGISTERED English
197s ()Ids Itegency
TrernOn Farris 75c
GENERAL Bu 'ding
Shepherd puppies, for
itt',
69.111141 al Ilia]
Repair
20 /ears ex
ROOF ING. Siung
sale $50 Call 435 1472
mile,. 1ulrc onditioic
perience
Roofing & Concrete •eiOrit
AS
after sp.m
pos.\ er. 10(
& seals
painting. indoor 8. out
actions. Paring
32 Apts for Rent
cruise
C
It
door Odd obs No lob
SOFA. coffee .table, end
General Carpentry
A M
I BR apt .
M
month, 40. Produce
radio • fo small 474 1057
Good used
table; A. matching
P A Molony
753 8628
near campus, 1625
cassette
player
Soper
lamps (lot id condition
Free Estimates
GUTTERING by Sears
IBM
electric
clean.
Miller.
good
Call
753-3415
(
or
Ofidlt
10I1
Phone 753.6s21 after
Installing
Sears continuous gut
city
753.7123 after 5p.m
£29041 Call 753 7s7s
typewriters
5p.m.
ters installed for your
ALUMINUM
sewer, water lines
2
BEDROOM
furnished'
H 1. P. I. P 0 0 I.
specifications
Call
starting at $75
apts. Low rates- by the
5
.0
Used Trucks
& septic tanks All
SERVICE CO.
1 00
MICR()WAVE ovens as
Sears 753 2315 for free
day,
week
or month. No
Dozen
Used metal office
types
backhoe
Aluminum and vinyl
low as $4 per week; 25, • FORD
estimate
pets. 436-2594 or
Magnavox color TV as
siding. Custom trim
with ps, ph. ai & stereo
desks with pull out
HAMILTON ..Cultured
work
436.2231.
low as $7 per week .
work. References.
throughout \ an
Marble, tops sinks
Ex( el
typewriter stand
2 BEDROOM brick
1,Vhirlpool automatic
lent shape Call 753-4339 panels, custom made
Call Will Ed Bailey
duplex. shade. Couple
washer as low as 86 jaer '
after 2p.m
or file cabinet
753-0689
vanit.'es
Free
Est
753
30 Years Experience
preferred. No pets. $250 CONE'S I Pick Earm
week
Whirlpool re
54 EORD Ranger st ith 9400
type starting per month
Call Sweet corn. 75 centtrigerator as "low as $s
topper. 5 speed. excel- HOUSE building, no
s dozen
753-6931.
1.imas
per a eel( Goodyea r
at $35.
lent condition • Low
modeling
storage
2 BR. 2 bath apt.. water Mon.7 14 sc. 1 mile
753-0595.
mileage. After Sc flu
builoings, driveway
Call 759-1800
furnished. No pets west of Benton on
call 753-3722.
sealing
For all your
Symsonia Hwy
19. Farm Equipment
please. Call 753-3949.
'55 FORD Van. ph. ps. building & home repairs
527-7657.
BR
2
duplex,
appliances
ToBACC 0 scaffold 26
a.. cruise. excellent call Duncan's Con
TV -Radio
RPI.F. Hull peas.
furnished. Quiet, nice
wagons. 26'. well
condition
I cra ner
struction 474 8000
FISHER
$7.50
per
bushel.
19
color
deTV.
neighborho
od.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
pets.
No
a'elded well balanced.
Sharp. Only $s.201. Call INSULATION Mown in
with stereo. -2 months. Central heat & air
livered in. the 1111rray
Get'en] while supply
354-8127, 354-6636.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
by Sears
TVA ap
area. Call 759-47,ci
lasts Call 753-1729 afBm old. Call after 5p.m. 759.4406.
utRONCO 11. Eddie proved
OVER
Save
on
moso
762.6105.
BR
2
furnished, upstairs
5. top
Haller
Edition. loaded. high heating anc cool
20 YEARS
apt. Private entrance.
•
15041 miles. 2 yr factory ing bills Call Sear,
47. Motorcycles
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
EXPERIENCE
20 Sports Equipment
Appliances furnished.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
warranty Call 459-2217
7
5
3
for
2310
tr.
1f4Ci7
Cilino
HONDA,
RAISED
PANEL
DOORS
12x50
$175
CENTRAIL. inper month plus
S11.1< screening at
TOYOTA 1975 Hi-Lux, estimate
good condition
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
Call
•
Faye 's- T's. sweats. sulated. pinning. more. deposit. Call Allison
long bed , 1 speed. *501ii J.L McKnight &
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
after 5- 30p.m.
Sons •
Photograp
Excellent
hy 753-5809.
condition.
caps. pidos. 11111torrns.
miles. New York truck Sawmill on Poor Farm
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1953 YAMAHA RX50k
jac kets 514 Maim 753. Reduced. Call 354-6717.
EXTRA nice, furnished,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
with rusty body. 8275 or Rd Buyer of standing •
('all 753.7292
•
12x60. 2 BR mobile efficiency apt. for
COMPETITIVE
PRICES Drop •y & Soo Our Ripley
•
7743
make
-offer
2
Benton timber. Call 753 7528.
1954 YAMAHA Virago 5 2
home with 6 lots. 'in Ky. female students
7
7 1 3 6
slog', I I Ni;. ( olt. .337
. 2
•
409
Sunbury
753-594
Circle
•
0
JOINER'
S complete
1.000 5.111111 miles. Per- 17a.m
•••••••••
.11p.m
Python. stainless. 4- Lake Developement. blocks from University.
tree service, 32 yrs.
fect condition
Phgne
Asking
435-2532.
$150
per month each.
barrel. . ust um
$450
experience
$2.400. Ca 11 753-3155 51
41
Also,
Public Sales
1979 14xSO, 2 BR. 2 bath. Utilities included
Campers
firm (
- i575
No_.
days. 435-44-14 ant r
stumps mechanically
new
washer
&
dryer.
smokers please
Call
WAN I to buy high
1977
MALLARD
21
It
.
removed 10- below
5p.m.
Located in Coach Es- 753 2813.
stand.c rat
bathroom shot:, rtt' I:as surface
tor Call
Call 753 0366.
HONDA 350 extra nice
tates. Call after 4p.m.
75.1-4111'.9
or electric
EXTRA nice 2 BR
Call
Call 753.5:170. after
753-4639.
LEE'S CARPET
duplex, appliances fur
437-4365.
5:30p.m.
CLEANING
For all
1952 14x70. 2 large
24
Miscellaneous
nished, central heat &
AIR stream camper.
TOMMY SANDERS
your carpet & upholst
bedrooms. 2 full baths. air, -quiet residentia
self
l
contained
.
good cry cleaning For a free
49
Used Cars
large kitchen and Iiing area.
Thurs. & Fri.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
Call 753 6291.
condition.
Call
755-0457
Lawn Mower
estimate call 753.5827
room. newly decorated.
1965 PI.V‘101 -TH BeMUR Cal apts. Nor
3 p.m.
BROWN & BIGELOW
Satisfied references.
Call 489-2513.
lvedere. ‘. - . 5 good 52. Boats Motors
Batteries
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
SEVERAL 10' & It'
LICENSED Electrician
tires.
good
Condition.
until
dark
Now
renting.
Equal
19711 SION:\ ski boat. 1. for
S19.95
-mobile homes. Ideal for
residential and
auto., new brakes,
Housing Opportunity
1 2 ft
a alk through cOhimercial
206 E. Poplar
lake or rental. furnished
Heating
everything on it. 83511
All Seasons
(502) 753-3299
759 4984.
windshiel
1117h
1151•
d
OP -unfurnished. AC:
and air condition, gas
5251 -Riviera (Is.'
•
Tools, hunting &
.P
gICE
2
Mercury
BR
apt.,
Norman
central
Lawn & Leisure
•
Rockwell
heavy
Calwdars - Balloons
Negotiable. 753:5209. instanation and repair
1965
01.1xs11 AGO
duty tandem
heat & air No pets Call
fishing gear, fur205 N. 4th 753 4110
Pens - Matches - 'Tearly Date Planners
phone 753 7203 ,
on
vertible
Nett
paint
• 814044i
492 8634.
('all 753.9131
28 Mobile Homes tor Rent
4000 Specialty ttems to choose from
niture, cabinets,
MITCHELL' Paving
and top Real fur car_ days. 753-4729,nights
II(• .kith
11'1'1
ONE - bedroom fur
Commercial
re
•
Call
2
OR'.2.
376-2521
BR.
furnished
sir
or nished apt. 94,
i and licsiliba
clothes,
etc.
1952
HOUSE
boat.
100 S.
s.dential
unfurnished. some new
Large or
1974 CHEV Y
r
son
53x14. generator. ;Hr.
13th St.
small
30 years ex
ps:. ph. auto . air cond., full .'quipped
11a
.1 c: •A .1 - h e I ;S: furniture. natural gas\lint
1 or 2 bedroom Apart 43, Real Estate
percence. Call 753 1117_ 3541 - cu. In (liven with condititm 037
air conCall
al i•I
Kt.nlakt
ment near downtown
ditioned. Shady Oaks
black vinyl top. Call Marina
i IL
502-554.00tt7 MOBILE HOME
Murray Call 753 alp or 35 ACRES, some. lim- 759-4696.
75:1-5209.
Specialist .Repair anc
ni:\ I I IP I I. like
• .
week
ber.
days_
mostly
'
tillable
7
LIFE
762 6650. ,
preventative rrainten
1974 ('HE'Y Nova. fair 19,
11 1 It a
; 11 1. b
r ,1 • El ill rent or sale- 26x60.
miles inorth of Murray
3
24
HARRIS•
foal
SUPPLEM
TAKING
ENTAL
applicati
CANCER
ons
brick foundation. new
Roofs. floors
condition. Recently Boat 70 HP Evinoide. ance
-5:: x76. . $uin
Call 753-2561
plumbing. wiring
INTENSI
non, 'Ar):1141cl lion rail- central: air. 2 full baths, for Section 8. Rent GOVERNMENT
serviced. Call 753-0925.
VE
CARE
depth
finder.
exi
t•Ilt.nt
homes
brirms.. cable. 1 acre. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 from 8'1
hurricane straps
s long $9
ing 12
1977 PONTIAC Grand condition, extras. la.c
HEALTH
repa ir
BR. Apply Hilldale
4850
ear
h‘tnft
ator. shade trees & deck. Call
Prix.
fully
equipped.
extra
Delinque
seats
nt tax proCall 759Apts.,
Hardin,
Ky
492-5722.
$5 Call 75.;-22",1
MOODY S
Call 762-6105 after 5p.m
•
4070
perty. Repos•sessoms
Corner 13th & Poplar
Equal Hobsing
Repair
pickup 3 1 7.
1.1tI
large NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Call 505.657-6000 Ext, 1977 T0YOTsA Corona 21 FT. Harris Float
115 South 13th
Opportunit
y.
Murray No pets.
selei Hon of
Allor k
ll
ti Cage
H-8155 for current hipll wagon. 1 owner. excel- Boat, deluxe furniture. delivery
Murray, Ky. 42071
len .1;' -III . .-Itt1ck
lent condition, 5-speed. camper conversion 55 guaranteen
Call
for 489-2611.
753
list
34 Houses for Rent
1 BR trailer. 4
5668
,1.-I15er3!
(502) 753 6202
KOPPER1 - D Realty air. original paint Call H I' Evinrurte. 1
Portable notes out east 94 Hwy. 2-4 BR house, full offers a complete range 759-1784. -'
Lowrance depth intile!
Nice. Call 753-5438.
basement, central air & of Real b:state services 1975 NtONTE Carlo. ph. all accessories Dock
Nlaytield
ROOFING
heat. 413 S. 9th St 8250 with a wide selection of ps. air. 62.000 miles
rent paid .1-1-,
7 \Idst
Metal & Shingles.
29 Heating and Cooling
per month. Call quality home in the
sell- health Call 136
city Call 75:1-6215.
Aluminum & Vinyl
W ARM morning gas 345-2544.
& in the county. All
197.5 OLDS 98 Regency. 5.521.
heater..' 65.000 BTU's. 2 BR frame. 10 miles price ranges. Phone 2 door, 403 V-5, ps. ph. 61..ASTRON 1 1.5 Tri
Siding
Custom built golf cart trailers, utility
NE of Murray. Ap- 753-1222 tor courteous. air. power seats at hull a ith 150 Vt; Vler
$250 Call 4:16-2664. 436Free estimates
goosenec
k & trailer parts.
pliances
2994
furnished 8155 competent Real Estate windosvs. power sun t•ury motor. 11.1, very
Call 759-1600
a month. Deposit re- service- We make buy- roof & new Michelin low hours Call 75:1 0609
Service and Repair
30 Business Rentals
quired. 753-60$ti after ing & selling Real radials_ Call 753-2507.
aftt•t• lip m
At Rates As Low As
641
S.
Machine
Hazel,
SE
R•
2.
NG
Ky.
4p m.
492-0122
Estate easy for you _
1979 INTERN..1TIONAL
business
pair
Ma-Mies - ancE
53 Services Offered
1 BR houses on
scout
14.
a month'
.1citornatic
property
14.2 i. 504
44
models
Home
Lots
in
&
for
Sale
Sycamore & Main
transmission.
Coldwater Rd. 753-9393.
•
want to do v.tril
Bennett &
austrial
Bag clogina
Lease or lease with 1.011.-.1.1' partly ttooded ac. eXcellent __.ernitlit ion
stunk
Tree ti upriiing
OFFICE space in
macnines Also scissor
Associates
option to buy
Call
Phone
753-9331
building
or
753
lot.
2
miles
renioval
SE of
iii iota anted sharpening
Southside Shopping
305 N 4th
40 yrs
753-4109 or 762-6650 or MUrray Price redUt•ed to 9201.
-trees & shrubbery, most
Center. Call 7534509,
Murray
experience
753 7273
Al! work
436-2844.
S50011
Call
1979
Koppe
TOYOTA
yards.
light hauling &
rod
Celica
75344;12.
guaranteed
kennete
3 BR house for rent, in Realty 753-1222.
(; T Hatchbac k black. wood for sale
I-- ree Barnhiii, 753 2674.
city, corner of 12th & NI( E lot. Primrose a -speed. sun root
estimates 75::
Stella. Ky
Elm. $350 month Call Drive, Pine Bluff
AM E
.-.1ereo.
a . 759-16..3
STUMP REMO .115 South 13th Street
753-3415. after 5p in
factory wheels. good A1.1. t y
Shores
Near water
m a son ry
S E R V i c
753-7123.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
tires high miles 753 • tink
Call 4_36-5635. .
block. .1.et ic_k_ Mechanica
(
lly removed
02 753 3492
3 OR 4 bedroom house,
7390
concrete drives.
, ays.
full appliance. 8325 per 45 Farms for Sale
1979 Z25 CAMARO. suleaalks. patios. house 10 inches below the
Kanga Back
surface 'no damage 10
month plus deposit. 420 110 .1( REs. house. tutu k cm hint* with red In und arri-Ci s
n
Shags
sq. yd.
S. 9th St. Call 753-5094 plenty out buildings. stripes. power windoas. C him nuys or chinirey surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753 0211.
after 5 m
power brakes a... tilt. repair 25 years ex
year around water Call
Kanga Back Plush sq. yd. 5499
SUMMER is the time to
3511 -1- barrel. 'all 527. perience
AVAILABLE 7 '15. 5 437-4365
Fr et. ..`•
either deadwood. or
room house, bath, util• 51 ACRE farm
1640
tirnates
•
Call
Chat
I,-Jute
Back
with
remove diseasea an
Pamper Yourself With a
ity. City water. Re- house. 2 tobacco
tirsi FORD Grenada. Harnett 753-5476
barns.
d Or Lino. anted trees
ferences. Couples No smoke house,
Hi
Lo
Shags sq. yd.
pc:
APPLIAN
ph.
tat
REGENCY SPA
tory
CE
air.
garage.
For all your needs call
pets. Near Murray
Kenmore
open animal shelter. excellent condition. SERVICE
Available in a wide range
Boyer
s
Tree Service
Refereraes $1s5 753- stream. woods
11.t.stinehouse
Jute Back Plush
Phone 753.4417 Has
of shapes, sizes, and colors.
7551.
1981 GRAND Prix Pon 1% hirlpoot .23 _yea! - the profess•ena.s at
acre tobacco base. 50
Rubber
Back
7539338
M
-TRA nice. large. 4 acres presently in corn
tiac, good
ondit 1(411. experience Parts a •
$369
BR house, to responsi- I mmediatt. possession
TREE 'AORS
Corn
$36041 Phone 753 5447 service Bobby Hoppe!
Commercial
ble family Appliances. •t•rill 502 45,.lai.52 „tIiiib•s Appliance Se!
Piet,. re"
m
S oo
No pets. References
icy . 202 S 5th s •
wrtte P
1 9 1 P LYN101
Bryant. 21011
Prime Foam Pad
sq. yd.
$500 per month_ Call E d g c. land A v
Horizon 'Miser. 1 door Busuless 753.4.72. I.:a .,
.._
753-7457.
4 home'.
E
r
Louisville Ky. .402114
automatic
good 'tires 554,
No Wax
Aooc
FEMALE wanted to
gum] gas mileage
Call AI 1 I-ri-ANCE repair
5399
Vinyl
share nice fully furnished - 46 Homes for Sale
Floor
•
a
r
ci
y
E
435.4434
house located near Un- 401 S
['Pt
CILI.1.1
01,1,
atICs
ranges
19•2 CAD11.1,‘E set•ille
li\lh. 2 BED
iversity Inn. Call after 4 Roo . /tea c
air cond George !bodge Or'.
it it 0 r
g .t ii I e
E
r pet
pm. 753-4191.
Iii
I iriociand qUar.-1'.. • •
1,
PA1
drapes, slot e, ret
i as, • !Zotl
A riti
ette Norio ai lila! mile, Shopping Center 75;"
carport. attached ii tug
36 For Rent or Lease
4669
753-9Yrt-51rue:ion is,"
large tot. •teneed in Call
r
4O9 :c
LARGE mobile home 759-4620 Moving must
19,i DATSI N 3.1oZN. APP1.1.1NCh: 1:El• SIR
Factory aut hoc
42001 DT
sell
lot for rent. $40 a month
ti ;ci e .
c
ni
Tappan. lielt 111.11.0 .1.141
len!u.. 1.1.0utt at.LI.1:4
No pets_ No._ small BY .. owner- 3 Won-- -1
Hr''a':A
Ser% i.cc.
children. Call 459-2440
mules Call 753 9210
S.
bath. garage Is' pool
!et I'
!
-*
lai•gt. deck. Vitioll sic tv.
MoNTE C'arlry- And
37 Livestock-Supplies
Pt,
paneled hsno
ed
a lute lost mileage Call rn t ! t•
h
to 36.11141
4647 or 75: -.fit;
i's' ,
POULTRY
Livestock
trigerators tic
I- if
anil
Chickens. white or red
..
Hwy. 641 North
753-6660
1,i ett :-:Si 695i
r
hems - and fancy bantam
pairs. Also. incubator
.NRPF.T
with turning rack. $60
;r
profess
1- `.. :4 e
Call 435-4575
.Sair ,
Also Terry. :„•4
SIMMENTAL and
110t1 1.111.1C.11 1, • ;1
; • '.•
Simbrah bulls
•
Perth.htwr, Tro
formance & 'semen
. •
CONTRA
CTOR
„i•
tested. Excellent qualPentrv rainTrrtU ho or
ity $650 & up Cain?.
s
"
Ky 522-5794
o
Chialit\
tor
38 Pets-Supplies,
F
.
.n14 :66,
A K C (71 erman
Shepherds. adult and
MO ti. I N • '$'11 • -44*
ba
lT
puppies
Free oh.
icerf••••%,
edience training a ith
purchase of AK('
Australian cattle dogs
Boarding available
Call 436-2855
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
AKC German Shepherd
Gold
Silver
puppies Black or blat k
Closed
Closed
and tan
Ex t ellent
At 1400 Diug-uid Dr. Murray, Ky.
bloodlines Great • anth
Yesterday
346 20
Yesterday
5.05
Mr. Jack '.louts owner has moved to another state.
children
1-901-247-3:F4
Opened
Opened
after 5pin
bushel
ThiN beautiful 2 bedroom log house. 1 bath, kitchen,
341 80
Today
Today.
living room,
5,04
BREEItER. price- .AKC
fireplace on 112'x2.10' wooded lot. zoned R-4
Down
4 40
Down
We
have
plenty of
.01
registered kceshonit
' Terms: 20°
,
- down selling price day of sale. Bal. in 30
pups. Call 512 247 6517
days with
Compliments of:
passing of deed.
Z1-1
ESAPF
Bat.
AKE
vFRNON'S PAWN SHOP
•
Auction held jointly with.Centur 21 ReatEsta
retriever. male. 6
.Located 2 miles South of Murry on 641
te.
713 S. 121h Murray Ky 42071
months old Call alter
Loretta -lobs Broker. 12011 SycamorP, 7531492
753 7113
'
Hours:
5
30p
435.4326
m
VVP buy Gold. Silver it Diamonds
8 a m -10 a.m., 5p.m. 7 pm
TON poodle
A k(
We loon money on anything of vol..
,
black. male. 11 Vkruk:,
Hours. 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
CLOSED SUNDAY
'
435-4144
$150 Call 753-9229

Sweet Corn
489-2321

Home

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

Ormatir.s.

Blackberries
For Sale
759-1080

YARD
SALE

Specialty Advertising

Hopkins Insurance Agency

641 Welding & Trailer Sales

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced
$21

Joe Smith
Carpet

Everyday Low Prices

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

c

54" 5749

$599 $ 109
'

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.

Apply in person at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

& Up

Come See-Come Save

Joe Smith
Carpet

LAKE LOT FOR SALE
Approximately 300'from water,
water fee paid, located in
Jonathan Shores on Jonathan
Creek, adjacent to Sportsman's
Marina. Restricted to building.
$8,900. Call between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.,
502-753-6116.

641 U-PICK TOMATOES
25' per lb.
or $8 per
Large Ripe
Tomatoes for eating or canning.

lifritsfk

SMALL
CARPENTRY
S.

753.9440

Real Estate Auction
Fri., July 18th at 6 P.M.

Dan Miller Auctioneer
•

V

'r-tit ,T.

-•444
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Astronomers ssitness birth of star

DR.GOTT

tensions and stresses at home might
have caused your On to start wettiqs
himself- This type of behavior can be
the result of periods of anxiety.
DEAR DR GOTT - Ten years ago
I was told I had a high level of salicyLees in my blood. What does this

for manic depression. My husband
does not want to have children because he says manic depression is hereditary. Is this true?
DEAR READER - Some forms of
mental disorders, like manic depression, do tend to run in families but, to
my knowledge, this condition has not
been shown to be hereditary. Ask your
psychiatrist to discuss the issue with
both you and your husband.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My daughter,
now 2, was born with a dislocated hip,
which the doctor said was hereditary.
Is there any test that could be done
before a baby is born to determine
whether this disability exists?
DEAR READER - I am not aware
of any safe test that could predict
whether an unborn child has congenital dislocated hip. In some cases, Xray studies of the baby shortly before
birth might demonstrate the abnormality, but I don't believe this knowledge would make any difference in
the- outcome or management of the
condition. Therefore, the risks of the
X-ray exam seem unwarranted.
Be informed about prescription
drugs: Send for Dr. Gott's new Health
Repott. CONSUMER TIPS ON MEDICINES. For your copy. send $1 and
your name and address to P.O. Box
2597. Cincinnati. OH 45201. Be sure to
mention the title.

Peter
the researchers said.
having an age of about
Gott. M D
30,000 years. The star
Mean"
core is about one-fourth
DEAR READER -- Aspirin is salias massive as the sun.
(slic acid. therefore. you must have
had a blood lest that indicated you had
but growing.
aspirin in your body
In about 100,000 years,
DEAR DR GOTT -- Every time I
the astronomers said,
get
a toothache. I also get persistent
star
will
embryonic
the
prickly pain in my side and my toes
have accumulated
and ankles swell up. If I press on the
Peter H. Gott. M.D.
about as much mass as
gums of the offending tooth, the side
the sun. At that time.
DEAR DR. GOTT --- My 4-'.ear-old pain and swelling ebb away. My denthe formation process started to wet himself. A urologist tist thinks that my problem is psychoshould end and a new said he had a reflux that might or logical. but I know I'm not imagining
star will, emerge from might not be serious. The doctor also this. I am an exchange student from
the cloud asa visible ob- said to take him off sweets and caf- Af new's° maybe I'm not making myfeine, since he was hyperactive. That self clearly understood to him.
ject, they said.
DEAR READER - Perhaps you're
. Scientists have tong has helped a lot. Should I pursue this
not.
yet I have no ready explanation
with
what
matter
and,
if
so.
reflux
known that stars such as
for the phenomenon either. Accuthe sun continually form kind of specialist?
Services for William Plumbers and Stea lii III
DEAR READER - If your child is puncture has shown that various body
out of interstellar clouds
truly hyperactive, he should be exam- parts can be, influenced by stimulaOtis Birdsong are today ters Local No. 1s4 a101
of gas and dust, and ined by a pediatric neurologist, be- tion of other, distant body parts. I supat 2 p.m. in the chapel of West McCracken 1.'41111
suspected that the pro- cause the urinary problem is only one pose that something of this sort may
Jones Funeral Home. ty I .ions klub
cess involves fragments of many difficulties_ common to the be operating in your case in addition,
;
4
04
Bird:4(44.g
r
Kevil. The Rev. Dan
of these clouds uncon- syndrome. These include short atten- you might be experiencing a peculiar
vived by his wile, Mrs
Tucker is officiating.
trollably collapsing tion span. emotional instability and reaction to the pain of the toothache,
Burial will follow in Cozette Birdsong. t«
under their own weight. difficulty with coordination, vision, which disappears when relieved by
sons. Steve Itirds..og
McKendree Cemetery_
However, no one has memory and language. Does your gun) pressure
ilharn Ihr.41
Mr. Birdsong. 69. of
DEAli 1)11 CA/TT - I take lithium
`191145. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
observed this process son's pediatrician believe that- some
Rt. 2, Kevil, died Sun- song, Cane Rock. Ark ,
happening despite years'
day at 1:30 a.m. at one sister, N1rs Sue Hut
of looking for it. said
Western Baptist son.. Murray . t
Arizona astronomers
Georg..
Bird
Paducah.
brothers,
Hospital.
hada, l'hilip
Charles
He was a member of song, Paducah. and .1
Maloney, Christopher_
tat!,
United
D
Birdsong,
Bath
McKendree
Walker and Erick
Officials in De Kalb seventh straight day of
*vs idents °I three
Methodist Church. five grandchildren
Young_
County near Atlanta 100-plus temperatures_
North Carolina comA report on the obser- munities face jail 1411.
planned to open a
The weekend deaths
vations, co-authored by five-minute showei s.
shelter today for senior
of two elderly men of
Bruce Wilking of the and limits on water !ucitizens
to
cool
off.
farmer One son. Joe
Final rites for Charlie
heat stroke raised-the
University of Missouri are spreading .as the
Augusta. Ga., hit 104
Glynn West. preceded
M. West were today at
namber of heat-related
at
St.
Louis.
is
to
be
S3,1r
degrees
Monday, tying
Southeast battles a
his father in death
11 a.m in the chapel of
fatalities in Georgia to
a as--year-old record.
The embt•yonic star is published in October in farm -threatening
Survivors include otte
Byrn Funeral Home.
four. Two heat-related
Astrophysical
Journal
Ill
a11 extremely early
drought and a 2-weekMayfield. The Rev J im- daughter. M rs
title
deaths have been
Letters.
old heat wave blamed
"After you're oil the
m y Madding is \X right. Nlaylield. foor stage of development.
reported in North
for nine deaths.
street an hour or so
-111.- N., !44,
s -us. henry Th.rina s
officiating.
Carolina and one each in
Despite scattered Set y- ir
VI u're soa(iQd all the
p!. 411.
West. Nhirray. tioa .4
Burial will follow in
South Carolina, N-irginia
thunderstorms Monday
4! 4- •
t ii 0
.4 e way throtigh and you
W l'
Highland Park
South Vintand Louisiana.
night in Tennessee and
stay wet all- day.- said
Tcnn . i!;41. Ch.hies ' , 4
Cemetery there.
Georgia poultry pro-.
So u th Carolina. 1),1itS Ill 011.1.1
dHht. mailman Ken McDowell
Mr. West, /-4 3. West and Lan'ial
forecasters held Oid no w1-1,944
• • , in
Charleston. S.C.. 'ducers and processors
Mayfield. died Saturday Mayfield: one step,
hope of relief today! ill .111, 1111 .1 • • 11 "1114)1(1,1
w here the temperature said the heat had killed
at 4:53 p.m. at Com- Ray Cox Hazel
from what in some 1.)! 1111' t
hit 101 on Monday, when !ii (11'(' than 400,000
r
1; 1
munity Hospital, tI 14 Ii .
children ,
ting agent in charge of areas is the worst 11.i ,11 :i1 IIFI1 • 1, L1 1 humidity made it feel chickens within three
Mayfield.
I 1.‘11 ,11:AREZ.
drought in a Centllry 11111 174 411;:7*-. ;. -.7 1, ••4 ,1,1
)147 x11 -1; 4 Al' 4 - Riot
like 111. It was it record days- last week.
the agency.
He was a retired g rand(11 i Mrs n
-,
(plads were mobilized
The entire Border
.4:. both sides of the Patrol regular staff of
borri(-41 and U.S. officials about 100 patrolmen
blocked
streets in lei- also was mobilized "in
tr
.
1
The funeral for Mrs:
so, Texas, as anticipation of any
h ii r'-lI ill' Er.: .
Exie B. Hill is today at 2
,•7•1 144-,1(,
-o')
,.(4411 settlements in- whose cases wet('
1.01 I S V ILLE . Isv
allier44. of Mexico's possible mass entries."
p.m. at First United Homeback
it
their
Many
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- ro-oisi•-•ns . suits against I. &
I
and-blocked
off
all
thty
opp(rsrtion -party
schedalett- for-trial last
Methodist Church.- The
Mrs. 14111. 75 »4'
In1 51 El »14ir r-.1.(ns who a bs-esitis In a.11 11 f a c - week In federal court in
V4 ,55 #41 more disruptionsstteets leading to the with nostalgia un the
Rev. A. Nowell Main St
. Murray W.:41
4. r
11` t• turers, including 12
Bingham is officiating. Saturday at s' n.It 10 protest-elections they bridges. de la Vina told days of st ea in
chugg
og
'111
locomotives
.\
"N.
it•
the
El
Paso
Times.
4.(ert.
fraudulent.
Mrs. Bea Farrell is
Baptist , \1,t'mo
The demonstration - through the hillsides.
rlirrit 10.000 suporganist.
Nlem14::.
1-. It. 7,:0 the opposition broke 'up peacefully but. for 54 Kentuckians the
Active pallbearers
'Tenn.
.1 Action* Party after about two hours, who say asbestos on , breat!:..4i
are Mark Hill. John Hill.
\14.rday
night took but leaders vowed more those engines led to ash...-.14.-survived
by
44444
She
is
J.B. Hill, .113. Hill Jr..
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host of an hour news
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iiitl-hng Mexico cluding an attempt to memories have evolved s
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A.D. Wallace.
14ri1)illar but non - week following
- 1'»Red StateS. • 'block - traffic' for five into legal battles. •
Honorary 'pallbearers Springs F1.c 1.1110 color irmist TV jour- ''Nightline.'' That show
t ii
Bat.a.
soldiers
carrying minutes in Juarez and __Thousands of railroad w
W.
P.
1
Hill.
Hill
are Dr. Louis Charles
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TWt'111 t
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ed that exposure N.
sters and batons highway.
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H
S
arr
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If South makes his first move •K 5 2
Goodyear.
C.E.F. lei('
J9 82
V K 74
from habit, a good defender will
.
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•9 8 7 6
make him pay. Only a thoughtful
WOODMAN BUILDING
BETTY BOSTON
+K4
play by South can counter a 45 3 2
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
thoughtful defense by East.
SOUTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
733430%
•A J 4
West, an honest opening leader,
Q65
leads the heart deuce against your
•K Q J 2
no-trump game. What do you play
4Q 9 6
from dummy?
If you duck routinely to assure Vulnerable
,Both
*Salad Bar
*Pizza
two tricks in the suit, you're asking Dealer North
*Soup
*Spaghetti
for trouble. In today's layout. East The bidding
:
.
Muffins
*Fresh
South
will win his king and shift to spades. North East
West
. Pass
2 NT
Pass
And if he choosesHIF-Tight spade. L4
II a.tn.-2:08 p.m., Sunday thru Friday
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
the game goes down.
5:1111 p.nr.-8:00 p.m., Mon., Tues.. %ed. E4enings
Opening lead: Heart deuce
.
A low spade won't do. South will
allow this to run to dummy's nine.
514 S. 12th ST.'
Across from HSU Stadium/Olympic Plaza
BID WITH THE ACES
giving him control of the suit. Simi753-1750
7-15-0
larly, the lead of the queen won't do.
after
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Free Del7
South will win, and later the defend- South holds
•
Q 10 8 7
ers cannot afford to lead the suit.
K 74
The paralyzing shift by East is
•9 8 7 6
the 10 of spades. If South ducks,
•K4.
East continues with a low one to North South
GM QUALITY
clear the suit. And if South covers 14
1•
SERVICE
PARTS
with his jack. West wins and clears 24
1, Hwy. 641. N., 1/7 mile fro MSU Stadium
the suit.
41111141R•1 MOTORS CORPORATION
How to score the game/ Win ANSWER: Pass. North's raise is in
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM I 'trts
dummy's heart ace at trick one, the minimum range (12-15 HCP).
Commercial & Multi-Family Lots
cash the ace and king of diamonds, Not a good bet to push to game.
Lot No 14 SOLD
No. 63 '12,000
and take a club finesse. Regardless
Seed bridge questions to The Aces, P0. Box
64 '12,000
15 SOLD
of what the defense does, South has 12343. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addreased,
65
'12,000
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a sure nine tricks for game and stamped envelope for reply
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Copyright. list UMW Paature sysmeata
17 SOLD
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29 '2 35 so ft
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32 '2 35 so ft
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36 '2 55 so ft
rice July 14. iiiks
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40 SOLD
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Hoe
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41 SOLD
1144441serl
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• 011144 50 1000r 0004 •teatt• to Vit
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47 SOLD
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WASHINGTON t AP
- Peering into a constellation thousands of
trillions of miles from
Earth, astronomers say
they finally have
witnessed a celestial
event for which they
have been searching for
decades: the birth of a
star.
Astronomers from the

University. ot
announced Monday dicv
have directly observed
the process ot a star forming RU the first time
Using a ra ii 1 o
telescope to pie rr
obscuring clouds ot Ii i-I
and gas. they say they
detected part of a g tg:t n
tic gas itid iust ( loud
collapsing int( I :1 "4.1!'

OBITUARIES

illiam Otis Birdsong

Charlie M. Wcst

ilk.. object about 520
light years front Earth.
A light-year is the
distance light travels in
one year at 146.000 miles
per ;:econd. about 6
illion miles
The object at. the
center of the collapsing
loud. located 'in the
constellation
ipheuchus. appears to
be an embryonic stellar
ore growing from
material it is gathering
irorn the cloud. they
saIll
The scientists said
t:ow strongly suspect
surtilar events happened roughly 5 billion
l•iirS ago during the
termation of the solar
system ,containing, the
sun and the Earth.
11144 collapsing portion
of the cloud is about 400
in diameter
and tont-anis material
roughly equal to onetee.th the matter in the
sun, they said Both the
size .411(1 MitSp1 of the in/ailing portion of the
cirri.41 are expected to
withISV
time. they
4•4a.tinued, as more and
»lore of the original
cloud material collapses
toward the budding
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of hyperactivity
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Residents arrested for using water

Mot squads mobilized
on both sides of border

-Mrs. Exie B. Hill

U4e of asbestos causing lawsuits
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TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
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All You

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
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Hog market
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4446 1144
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Watch
Wednesday's
paper for
Corn-Austin's
Final Markdown!
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STADIUM VIEW SUBDIVISION

FOR SALE

1974 Impala

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CNIVROLIT,INC.
7134617

1

eel S. rawroy

eiseLmi
DEALER

HOLIDAY PROPERTIES, INC.
15021753 7462

sonce

1966

436 5539

